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Abstract

The abstract nature of Dung’s theory of argumentation accounts for its wide-
spread application as a general framework for various species of non-monotonic
reasoning, and, more generally, reasoning in the presence of conflict. In this pa-
per we formalise reasoningaboutargumentation within the Dung argumentation
paradigm itself. A metalevel Dung argumentation framework is itself instantiated
by arguments that make statementsaboutarguments, their interactions, and their
evaluation in an object-level argumentation framework. We show how Dung’s
theory, and object level extensions of Dung’s theory, such as those intended to
accommodate preferences, can then be uniformly characterised by metalevel argu-
mentation in a Dung framework. We then discuss how this provides for application
of the full range of theoretical and practical developments of Dung’s theory, to ex-
tensions of Dung’s theory, and provides for integration and further augmentation
of these extensions.
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1 Introduction

Formal models [5] of argumentation have been extensively studied and applied within
Artificial Intelligence [13, 47]. Many developments build on Dung’s seminal theory of
argumentation [26]. A Dungargumentation frameworkis a directed graph consisting
of a set of argumentsA and a binary conflict basedattack relationR on A. The
extensions, and so justified arguments of a framework are then defined under different
semantics. Extensions are defined through application of an ‘acceptability calculus’,
whereby an argumentx ∈ A is said to beacceptablewith respect toS ⊆ A, iff any
argumenty that attacksx is itself attacked by some argumentz in S. For example,
if S is a maximal (under set inclusion) set such that all its contained arguments are
acceptable with respect toS, thenS is said to be an extension under thepreferred
semantics.

Dung’s theory has been developed in a number of directions. Some works formalise
collective attacks betweensetsof arguments [16, 44]. In other works, the success of an
attack fromx to y is contingent ony not being preferred tox according to some given
preference relation onA [1], or the value promoted byy not being ranked higher than
the value promoted byx, according to a given ordering on values [11]. More recently,
[38, 35]’s Extended Argumentation Framework(EAF ) extends Dung’s framework to
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include arguments that attack attacks. Thus, ifx andy attack each other, then an ar-
gumentz justifying a preference fory overx, attacks the attackfrom x to y. EAFs
thus accommodate argumentation based reasoningaboutpossibly conflicting prefer-
ence information, within the argumentation framework itself. [6, 7] generalise this idea
to allow recursive attacks on attacks, while a number of works also augment Dung’s
framework to include asupportrelation on arguments [2, 45]. Finally, [9] was the first
to model recursive attacks on attacks, and support, albeit without providing Dung style
semantics.

The continuing development, influence and application of Dung’s theory can be
attributed to its abstract nature, and to the encoding of intuitive generic principles of
commonsense reasoning in the acceptability calculus. Its abstract nature allows for
instantiation by various logical formalisms; one is free to choose a logicL and de-
fine what constitutes an argument and attack between arguments defined by a theory
in L. A theory’s inferences can then be defined in terms of the claims of the justi-
fied arguments constructed from the theory (an argument essentially being a proof of a
candidate inference — the argument’s claim — in the underlying logic). Indeed, many
logic programming formalisms and non-monotonic logics have been shown to conform
to Dung’s semantics [21, 26, 30], thus testifying to the general applicability of the prin-
ciples encoded in the acceptability calculus. Dung’s theory can therefore be understood
as asemanticsfor non-monotonic reasoning. In this view, what appropriately accounts
for the correctness of an inference is that an argument for the inference can be shown
to rationally prevail in the face of arguments for opposing inferences, where, one can
claim that: it is application of the acceptability calculus that encodes logic neutral,
rational means for establishing such standards of correctness.

In this paper we further substantiate the above claim, by formalising reasoning
aboutargumentation within the Dung argumentation paradigm itself. The basic idea is
that given an object-level argumentation framework, one can consider metalevel argu-
ments that can be explicitly categorised according to the types of claim made about the
arguments and their relations in the object level framework. These metalevel arguments
can then themselves be related by an attack relation in a Dung framework, where this
metalevel attack relation satisfies constraints imposed by the claim based categorisa-
tion. One can then show a correspondence between the object level framework and its
metalevel formulation, such that the justified arguments of the object level framework
can be computed directly from its metalevel formulation.

For example, given an object level Dung framework(A,R), one can consider met-
alevel arguments that make claims such as ‘x is justified’, ‘x is rejected’, ‘x attacksy’,
about argumentsx, y ∈ A. These metalevel arguments can themselves be organised
into a Dung framework such that an argument claiming ‘x is justified’ is a justified
argument of the metalevel framework, iffx is a justified argument of the object level
framework. Thus, the acceptability calculus applied at the metalevel characterises the
use of the acceptability calculus at the object level.

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 reviews Dung’s
theory, and the above mentioned developments of the theory. In Section 3 we augment
a Dung argumentation framework(A,R) to obtain a 5 tupleStructured Argumentation
Framework(SAF ) that includes a function, a language and a set of constraints, such
that the function maps arguments inA to claims in the language, and given this claim
based categorisation of arguments, a set of constraints onR is specified. We then define
a specific language in which one can express claims about object level frameworks,
and so identifyMetalevel Argumentation Frameworks(MAFs) as a special class of
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SAFs. We then show how Dung frameworks, their generalisation to accommodate
collective attacks [44], their extensions to accommodate preferences [1] and values
[11], and a special, but widely applicable, class of [38]’s extended framework, can all
be formulated as instances of metalevel argumentation.

In Section 4 we discuss some implications and applications of metalevel argumen-
tation. Firstly, sinceMAFs formalise Dung argumentation and many of its develop-
ments, within the Dung paradigm itself, one can bring the full range of theoretical
results and techniques for Dung argumentation to bear on developments of Dung ar-
gumentation. Secondly, in the spirit of Dung’s original theory,MAFs adopt a level of
abstraction that makes limited commitments to the instantiating logics. Thus metalevel
arguments can be instantiated based on the existence of arguments in different object
level frameworks, which in turn may be constructed from different underlying logics.
This not only allows for integration and further extension of different forms of abstract
argumentation, but also provides principled means for instantiation by, and integration
of arguments constructed from different underlying logics.

The contents of this paper first appeared as a technical report [41], and builds on and
substantially extends previous work of ours [39]. The latter was the first work to for-
malise the insight that attacks can themselves be treated as arguments in a Dung frame-
work. This insight has been described in a number of subsequent works [6, 17, 19, 29]
that are discussed in Section 5’s review of related work. We conclude in Section 6 in
which we also point to future work.

To summarise, the contributions of this paper are as follows:

1. We formalise abstract metalevel argumentation frameworks that adopt the same
basic machinery of a Dung framework, but overlay more structure by identi-
fying classes of claims about arguments in object level frameworks, and thus
constraints on the attack relation.

2. Dung’s abstract argumentation theory can be said to identify general dialecti-
cal principles that underpin common-sense reasoning as encoded in a range of
non-monotonic reasoning formalisms. We promote and substantiate this view
by showing how a number of developments of Dung’s theory can be uniformly
characterised in terms of these dialectical principles.

3. We discuss how by formalising Dung argumentation and its developments, within
the Dung paradigm itself, the full range of theoretical and practical results and
techniques for Dung’s work can be applied to its developments. We also discuss
how metalevel argumentation frameworks provide a unifying formalism in which
to integrate and further extend the various developments of Dung argumentation,
and allow for instantiation by, and integration of arguments constructed from
different underlying logics and theories.

2 Abstract Argumentation Theories

In this section we review Dung’s theory [26] and its various developments to accom-
modate collective attacks [44], preference based [1] and value based argumentation
[11], and attacks on attacks [38].

Definition 1 A Dung argumentation framework(AF ) is a tuple (A,R), whereA is a
set of arguments, andR ⊆ (A×A) is a binary attack relation onA.
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Definition 2 Let (A,R) be anAF , andS ⊆ A. Thenx ∈ A is acceptable w.r.t.S iff
for all y ∈ A such thatyRx, there exists az ∈ S such thatzRy

The acceptability of arguments underpins evaluation of the status of arguments:

Definition 3 Let ∆ = (A,R). Let S ⊆ A such that∀x, y ∈ S, it is not the case that
xRy, in which caseS is said to beconflict free. ThenS is an extension of∆ that is:

admissibleiff each argument inS is acceptable w.r.tS;
completeiff S is admissible, and every argument acceptable w.r.t.S is in S;
groundediff S is the minimal (w.r.t. set inclusion)completeextension;
preferrediff S is a maximal (w.r.t. set inclusion)completeextension;
stableiff S is admissibleand every argument not inS is attacked by an argument inS.

Fors ∈ {complete, preferred, stable, grounded}:

• If x ∈ A is in at least ones extension of∆ thenx is said to be credulously
justified under thes semantics.

• If x ∈ A is in all s extensions of∆ thenx is said to be sceptically justified under
thes semantics.

• If x ∈ A is not in anys extension of∆ thenx is said to be rejected under thes
semantics.

We introduce some notation that will be of use in the remainder of this paper:

Notation 1 Let (A,R) be anAF , andE ⊆ A.

•
−−→
E+ denotes the set of attacks originating from arguments inE:−−→
E+ = {(x, y) | x ∈ E, xRy }

• E+ denotes the set of arguments attacked by arguments inE:
E+ = {y | x ∈ E, xRy }

• E− denotes the set of arguments that attack arguments inE:
E− = {y | yRx, x ∈ E }

The extensions and status of arguments in anAF can be defined in terms of la-
bellings [22, 31, 49]. Here, we review the labelling approach presented in [22, 23].

Definition 4 A labelling is a total functionL that assigns a labelIN , OUTor UNDECto
each argumentx ∈ A in anAF (A,R). Henceforth, we say that:in (L) = {x|L(x) =
IN }; out (L) = {x|L(x) = OUT}; undec (L) = {x|L(x) = UNDEC}.

Legal labellings of arguments are then defined, and used as a basis for characteris-
ing the extensions of anAF .

Definition 5 LetL be a labelling for(A,R) andx ∈ A.

• x is legallyIN iff x is labelledIN and everyy that attacksx is labelledOUT.

• x is legally OUTiff x is labelledOUTand there is at least oney that attacksx
andy is labelledIN .

• x is legallyUNDECiff there is noy that attacksx such thaty is labelledIN , and
it is not the case that: for ally ∈ A if y attacksx, theny is labelledOUT.
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Definition 6 For l ∈ {IN ,OUT,UNDEC} an argumentx is said to be illegallyl iff x
is labelledl , and it is not legallyl . Then:

an admissible labellingL is a labelling without arguments that are illegallyIN
and without arguments that are illegallyOUT;
a complete labellingL is an admissible labelling without arguments that are il-
legallyUNDEC.

LetL be a complete labelling. ThenL is :

a grounded labelling iff there does not exist a complete labellingL′ such that
in (L′) ⊂ in (L);
a preferred labelling iff there does not exist a complete labellingL′ such that
in (L′) ⊃ in (L);
a stable labelling iffundec (L) = ∅.

In [23], the following is shown to hold:

Theorem 1 Let ∆ = (A,R). For s ∈ {admissible, complete, grounded, preferred,
stable}: E is ans extension of∆ iff there exists ans labellingL with in (L) = E.

Notice the extra expressivity compared with the extension based approach. Ans la-
bellingL not only identifies the arguments in ans extensionE (the arguments labelled
IN ), but also the arguments inE+ andE− (the union of which are the arguments
labelledOUT). Note that since eachs extension is admissible, it follows that it is al-
ways the case thatE− ⊆ E+. Also note that those arguments labelledUNDECare
neither inE, E+ or E−, and so are the arguments that are neither in thes exten-
sionE identified by theIN arguments, or attacked by or attack (an argument in)E.
Observe that the following follows straightforwardly from Definition 5 and Theorem 1.

Proposition 11 Let ∆ = (A,R), and fors ∈ {admissible, complete, grounded, pre-
ferred, stable}, letE be ans extension of∆. Then there exists ans labellingL of ∆
such thatin (L) = E, andout (L) = (E+) ∪ (E−).

Finally note that we can say that the arguments labelledOUTor UNDECarepoten-
tially rejected arguments in the sense that if these arguments areOUTor UNDECin all
others labellings, then they are said to berejectedas defined in Definition 3.

Recent works generalise binary attacks to allow for attacks between sets of argu-
ments [16, 44]. Here, we briefly review [44], in which the attack relation is defined
from sets of arguments to single arguments2. [44] motivate the need for such a gener-
alisation by illustrating cases where a number of arguments can interact and constitute a
stronger attack on any given argument, and where requiring that the logical contents of
the attacking arguments be combined into a single attacking argument may not only be
unnatural (by artificially requiring the combination of separate but orthogonal reasons),
but may also lead to unwanted results.

Definition 7 A DungCargumentation framework is a tuple (A,R), whereA is a set
of arguments, andR ⊆ (2A\{∅})×A.

1All proofs of results in this paper appear in the Appendix.
2[44] argues that allowing sets of arguments to attack other sets does not provide greater flexibiilty
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• x ∈ A is acceptable w.r.t.S ⊆ A iff for all B ⊆ A such thatBRx, there exists
aC ⊆ S such thatCRy for somey ∈ B.

• S ⊆ A is conflict free iff∀S′ ⊆ S, ∀x ∈ S it is not the case thatS′Rx

Given the above definitions of conflict free and acceptability for DungC frame-
works, the extension-based semantics and status of arguments are defined in the same
way as for a standard Dung framework (i.e., as in Definition 3). Hence, one can
straightforwardly see that a standard Dung framework is simply a special case of a
DungC framework. If each attack originates from a singleton set of arguments, then
the definitions of acceptability and conflict-free in Definition 7 coincide with those
given in Definitions 2 and 3. As one would therefore expect, the fundamental results
that hold for Dung frameworks are also shown to hold for DungC frameworks [44].

We now review approaches that augment Dung’s theory so as to formalise the role
of the relative strengths of arguments. In these approaches, an attack byx ony succeeds
as adefeatonly if y is not stronger thanx. The status of arguments is then determined
on the basis of the derived defeat relation, rather than the original attack relation.

In Preference based Argumentation [1], anAF is augmented with a preference
ordering onA, so that an attack byx ony succeeds as a defeat, only ify is not strictly
preferred tox.

Definition 8 A Preference based Argumentation Framework(PAF ) is a tuple (A,R,P),
whereA is a set of arguments,R ⊆ A×A, andP is a preordering onA×A.

Let�P denote the strict ordering associated withP, i.e.,y �P x iff (y, x) ∈ P and
(x, y) /∈ P. Then:

• ∀x, y ∈ A, x defeatsy iff xRy and not (y �P x).

• Fors ∈ {admissible, complete, preferred, stable, grounded},E is ans extension
of (A,R,P) iff E is ans extension of the Dung framework (A, defeat).

• The justified arguments of (A,R,P) are the justified arguments of (A, defeat).

The preference relation inPAFs is entirely abstract. Value based Argumentation
[11] gives more content to the notion of preferences, by relating the strength of argu-
ments to the values promoted by accepting them. Note that preferences over values
are subjective, and depend on the person or persons, i.e., theaudience, to whom the
argument is addressed. Hence, a Value based Argumentation Framework (VAF ) ex-
tends Dung’s framework to include a set of values, a function mapping arguments to
these values and a set of audiences (i.e., a set of total orderings on these values). An
argumentx defeatsy w.r.t. an audiencea, if x attacksy, anda does not rank the value
promoted byy higher than the value promoted byx.

Definition 9 A Value based Argumentation Frameworkis a 5-tuple(A,R,V ,val,P )
whereval is a function fromA to a non-empty set of valuesV , andP is a set{a1, . . . ,
an}, where eachai names a total ordering (audience)>ai

onV × V .

- An audience specificVAF (aVAF ) is a 5-tuple(A,R,V ,val,a) wherea ∈ P .

- Given anaVAF (A,R,V ,val,a), ∀x, y ∈ A:
x defeatsa y iff xRy, and it is not the case thatval(y) >a val(x).
- For s ∈ {admissible, complete, preferred, stable, grounded}, E is ans extension of
(A,R,V ,val,a) iff E is ans extension of the Dung framework (A, defeata).

- The justified arguments of(A,R,V ,val,a) are the justified arguments of (A, defeata).
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In PAFs andVAFs, preference orderings and values are applied to generate a
defeat relation which is a subset of the attack relation containing only those attacks that
are successful. InExtended Argumentation[38], this is achieved by directly attacking
attacks with arguments, so that ifx attacksy, andz attacks the attack fromx to y, then
z is interpreted as claiming thaty is stronger thanx. The rationale for concluding thaty
is stronger thanx is thus itself now part of the domain of discourse, and is encoded as an
argumentz in the object-level framework. One can therefore account for reasoning and
indeed arguingabout, as well aswith, defeasible and possibly conflicting information
about the relative strengths of arguments.

Extended Argumentation Frameworks (EAFs) thus extend Dung frameworks with
a second attack relationD from arguments to attacks.

Definition 10 An Extended Argumentation Frameworkis a tuple (A,R,D), whereA
is a set of arguments,R ⊆ A×A,D ⊆ A×R, and if (z, (x, y)), (z′, (y, x)) ∈ D then
(z, z′), (z′, z) ∈ R

Note the constraint that ifz attacksx’s attack ony, andz′ attacksy’s attack on
x, thenz and z′ are required to attack each other (since they express contradictory
preferences).

The notion of a successful attack, henceforth referred to as adefeat, is then param-
eterised w.r.t. preferences specified by some given setS of arguments:

Definition 11 y defeatsS x, denotedy→S x, iff (y, x) ∈ R and¬∃z ∈ S s.t. (z,(y, x))
∈ S.

A conflict free set of arguments is then defined to account for the case wherey
asymmetricallyattacksx, but given a preference forx over y, both may appear in a
conflict free set and hence an extension (as in [11]) (notice that a conflict free set does
not admit arguments that symmetrically attack).

Definition 12 S is conflict free iff ∀x, y ∈ S: if (y, x) ∈ R then (x, y) /∈ R, and
∃z ∈ S s.t. (z,(y, x)) ∈ D.

The acceptability of an argumentx w.r.t. a setS is now defined for anEAF. The
basic idea is that for any attackery of x, a reinstating attackz ⇀ y from z ∈ S must
itself be reinstated againstD attacks onz ⇀ y. The definition is motivated in more
detail in [38] and requires the notion of areinstatement setfor a defeat.

Definition 13 LetS ⊆ A in (A,R,D). LetRS = {x1 →S y1, . . . , xn →S yn} where
for i = 1 . . . n, xi ∈ S. ThenRS is a reinstatement set fora →S b, iff a →S b ∈ RS

and:
∀x→S y ∈ RS , ∀y′ s.t. (y′,(x, y)) ∈ D, ∃x′ →S y′ ∈ RS

Definition 14 x is acceptable w.r.t.S ⊆ A iff ∀y s.t. y →S x, ∃z ∈ S s.t. z →S y
and there is areinstatement setfor z →S y.

In Figure 1,a is acceptable w.r.t.S. We haveb →S a, c →S b, and there is a
reinstatement set{c →S b, d →S e} for c →S b. Note that if we hadf � (d ⇀ e),
and no argument inS defeatingf , there would be no reinstatement set, anda would
not be acceptable w.r.t.S.

Given the definitions of conflict free and acceptability forEAFs, admissible, com-
plete, preferred and stable semantics forEAFs are now defined as forAFs in Definition
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a b

c d

e

Figure 1:a is EAF acceptable w.r.t.S (single headed arrows denote ordinary attacks,
and double headed arrows denote attacks on attacks).

3 (except thatx defeatsS y replaces(x, y) ∈ R in the definition of stable extensions).
In [38] it is shown thatEAFs inherit many of the results that hold for Dung frameworks.
However, since anEAF’s characteristic functionF (which takes as input a setS of ar-
guments and returns the arguments acceptable w.r.t.S) is not in general monotonic, the
grounded extension cannot be characterised as the least (under set inclusion) complete
extension. However, starting with the empty set, iteratingF does yield a monotonically
increasing sequence. LetG0 = ∅, Gi+1 = F (Gi). The grounded extension of anEAF
is then defined as

⋃∞
i=0G

i.

3 Formalising Abstract Argumentation in Metalevel Ar-
gumentation Frameworks

In this section we formalise Metalevel Argumentation Frameworks which essentially
augment a Dung framework(A,R) with a language for representing the claims of ar-
guments inA, and constraints on the attack relationR that account for the arguments’
claims. The arguments inA are arguments claiming statementsaboutobject level ab-
stract argumentation frameworks, and the constraints onR essentially characterise the
reasoning by which one determines the justified arguments of the object level frame-
work. We then show how the varieties of abstract argumentation reviewed in Section 2
can be formalised as instances of metalevel argumentation.

3.1 Introducing Metalevel Argumentation

Section 2’s review of abstract argumentation described how, in general, establishing
that an argumentx is justified under a semanticss is based on evaluation of the ac-
ceptability ofx w.r.t. sets of arguments. The acceptability ofx w.r.t. some subsetS
of A, hinges on whether attacks of the formyRx succeed as defeats. If for each such
yRx, y is successfully attacked (defeated) by somez ∈ S, thenz effectively under-
mines the success of the attack fromy to x; z can be said toreinstatex. The rules
defining legal labelling assignments for Dung frameworks correspond intuitively to the
extension-based use of this reinstatement principle:

R1 x is legally IN (i.e., x is in an admissible extension) in ans labelling (credu-
lously justified under the semanticss) iff every attackyRx onx fails.

R2 An attackyRx fails if y is OUT(i.e.,y is attacked by a reinstatingz that isIN ).

R3 x is legallyOUT(potentially rejected under the semanticss) if at least one attack
yRx succeeds (i.e.,y in IN ).
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Given a Dung framework∆ = (A,R), a statement asserting the existence of an
argumentx ∈ A, and its purported membership of an admissible extension of∆,
constitutes a metalevel argumentξ claiming ‘x is justified’. That is to say,ξ is an
argument of the form ‘there is anx ∈ A that is in an admissible extension of∆, and
sox is justified’. The existence of an attackyRx constitutes a metalevel argumentα,
that claims that ‘y successfully attacksand sodefeatsx’ (note that logics for asserting
statements of this kind have been proposed in [18, 33, 53] and will be briefly reviewed
in Section 5). Corresponding to R1, R2 and R3, we have the following metalevel
reasoning (MR) principles:

MR1 The justified status ofx is challenged by any defeat onx, and so we have a met-
alevel attack fromα to ξ.

MR2 y does not defeatx if y is rejected. Hence, in the metalevel,α is attacked by an
argumentτ claiming that ‘y is rejected’. Thusτ reinstatesξ (characterising the
object level reinstatement ofx.)

MR3 y defeatsx if y is justified. Hence, in the metalevel, the argumentψ claiming that
‘y is justified’ attacks the argumentτ claiming that ‘y is rejected’, so reinstating
the argumentα that claims that ‘y defeatsx’.

The metalevel arguments and their attacks are illustrated in Figure 2a. Figure 2b
shows the metalevel argumentation corresponding to the object level reinstatement of
x, by somez that attacksy. Finally, Figure 2c shows the metalevel argumentation cor-
responding to an object level symmetric attack between argumentsx andy (xRy and
yRx). In this case the metalevel argumentation characterises the object level reinstate-
ment ofx by x itself.

ψ ξτ α

y is justified y is rejected

ρ

y defeats x x is justified x is rejected

ψ ξτ α

y is justified y is rejected

ρ

y defeats x x is justified x is rejected

β

x defeats y

ψ ξτ α

y is justified y is rejected

ρ

y defeats x x is justified x is rejected

β

z defeats y

λ
z is rejected

ω
z is justified

a)

b)

c)

Figure 2: Meta-level arguments and their attacks

Our description of metalevel arguments assumes their classification according to
the nature of the claims they make about an object level framework, and attacks amongst
these metalevel arguments based on this classification. This suggests the more general
notion of a structured argumentation framework, whereby one augments a Dung frame-
work (A,R) to include a mappingC from arguments inA to claims specified in some
languageL, and based on these claims a set of constraints that are thus imposed onR.
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Definition 15 A Structured Argumentation Framework(SAF ) is a tuple∆ = (A, R,
C, L,D), where:

• (A,R) is a Dung argumentation framework

• L is a claim language

• C is a claim function mapping arguments inA to sets of wff inL

• R satisfies a set of constraintsD, where each constraint is a rule of the form:

if l ∈ C(α) andl′ ∈ C(β) then(α, β) ∈ R

whereα, β ∈ A, andl, l′ are wff ofL.

We say thatan attack relationR is defined byD iff (α, β) ∈ R implies that the
claims ofα andβ satisfy the antecedent of some constraint rule inD.

For s ∈ {admissible, complete, grounded, preferred, stable}, we say thatE is ans
extension of∆ iff E is ans extension of (A, R), andα ∈ A is a justified argument of
∆ iff α is a justified argument of (A,R).

We now identify a special class ofSAFs — Metalevel Argumentation Frameworks
(MAFs) — by specifying a languageL whose wff are built from constants, sets of
constants, sets of pairs of constants (where these constants may name arguments and
or values), and predicates of the formjustified , rejected , defeat e.t.c. Claims in this
language will thus refer to the properties of arguments, values and preferences in an
object level framework.

Definition 16 A Metalevel Argumentation Framework(MAF ) is aSAF ∆M = (A,
R, C, LM,D), whereLM consists of a countable set of constant symbols and the set
of predicates3:

{justified, defeat, rejected, preferred, val, val pref, audience}.
The set of wff ofLM is defined by the following BNF:

LM : X ::= x, {x1, . . . , xn}, {(x1, x2), . . . , (xm, xn)} | justified(X) |
rejected(X) | defeat(X,X ′) | preferred(X,X ′) | val(X,X ′) | val pref(X,X ′)
| audience(X)

wherex, xi ranges over the constant symbols.

In the following sections we show how the varieties of abstract argumentation re-
viewed in Section 2 can be formalised as instances of argumentation in aMAF . In
each case, the constraints inD characterise evaluation of the justified arguments in the
object level framework.

3.2 Formalising Dung’s abstract argumentation theory in Metalevel
Argumentation Frameworks

A MAF’s formalisation of Dung argumentation consists of: i) metalevel arguments
whose construction is based on the existence of object level attacks, and so claim de-
feats between object level arguments; ii) metalevel arguments whose construction is

3LM is extensible: here we include the predicate and constant symbols required in this paper.
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based on the existence of object level arguments and their purported membership or
non-membership of admissible extensions, and that claim that the object level argu-
ments are justified, respectively rejected; iii) constraints on the metalevel attack rela-
tion that capture MR1 – MR3 in Section 3.1:

Definition 17 A DungMAF is a tuple (AM,RM, C, LM ,Dd), whereDd =

{D1 : if defeat(Y,X) ∈ C(α) andjustified(X) ∈ C(β) then(α, β) ∈ RM

D2 : if defeat(Y,X) ∈ C(α) andrejected(Y ) ∈ C(β) then(β, α) ∈ RM

D3 : if justified(X) ∈ C(α) andrejected(X) ∈ C(β) then(α, β) ∈ RM }

Definition 18 A DungMAF ∆M = (AM,RM, C, LM,Dd) is said to be a metalevel
formulation of the DungAF ∆ = (A,R) iff:

• dxe is a constant inLM iff x ∈ A 4

• AM is the union of the disjoint setsAM1,AM2,AM3, where:

1. α ∈ AM1, C(α) = {justified(dxe)} iff x ∈ A
2. β ∈ AM2, C(β) = {rejected(dxe)} iff x ∈ A
3. γ ∈ AM3, C(γ) = {defeat(dye, dxe)} iff ( y, x) ∈ R

• RM is defined byDd.

Notation 2 In general, a metalevel argument may be mapped byC to more than one
claim. However, from hereon we only consider arguments that make single claims, and
so as an abuse of notation may denote such arguments by the claims they make:

• If C(α) = {justified(dxe)} we write(j − x) to refer toα.

• If C(α) = {rejected(dxe)} we write(r − x) to refer toα.

• If C(α) = {defeat(dye, dxe)} we write(y defx) to refer toα.

Given a Dung framework∆ = (A,R), one can evaluate the justified arguments of
∆ by evaluating the justified arguments of the DungMAF ∆M .

Theorem 2 Let ∆M = (AM, RM, C, LM,Dd) be theMAF of a Dung framework
(A,R). Then fors ∈ {complete, grounded, preferred, stable}, (j − x) ∈ AM is a
credulously, respectively sceptically, justified argument of∆M under thes semantics,
iff x ∈ A is a credulously, respectively sceptically, justified argument of∆ under thes
semantics.

Note the extra expressivity that results from the metalevel formulation of a Dung frame-
work. Given an extensionE of ∆, the corresponding extension of∆M identifies the
arguments labelledIN and OUT by a corresponding labelling forE.

Proposition 2 Let ∆M = (AM, RM, C, LM,Dd) be theMAF of a Dung framework
∆ = (A,R). Fors ∈ {admissible, complete, grounded, preferred, stable}:
There exists ans labellingL of ∆ iff there exists ans extensionE of ∆M such that:
1) x ∈ in (L) iff (j − x) ∈ E; 2) y ∈ out (L) iff (r − y) ∈ E.

4Sense (G̈odel) quotesd e standardly abbreviate metalevel representations of object level formulae.
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To illustrate, consider Figure 3’s object level Dung framework∆, and its metalevel
formulation∆M . Observe that{d, c, b} is the grounded, preferred and stable extension
of ∆, corresponding to{(d def e), (j − d), (r − e), (c def e), (j − c), (r − a), (b def
a), (j − b)} being the grounded, preferred and stable extension of∆M .

d

ae

c b

d
def e

 r-d

 j-d  r-e

 j-e  r-c

 j-c  r-a

 j-a  r-b

 j-b

Δ

ΔM

e
def d

c
def e

a
def c

b
def a

Figure 3: A Dung argumentation framework and its metalevel formulation

3.3 Formalising Collective Attacks in Meta-level Argumentation
Frameworks

The existence of a collective attackBRx constitutes an argumentα claiming ‘B de-
featsx’, and for eachy ∈ B, an argument claiming ‘y is rejected’ attacksα.

Definition 19 A DungCMAF is a tuple (AM,RM, C, LM,Ddc) , whereDdc =

{D1 : if defeat(Y,X) ∈ C(α) andjustified(X) ∈ C(β) then(α, β) ∈ RM

D2 : if defeat(Y,X) ∈ C(α), rejected(Z) ∈ C(β) andZ ∈ Y , then(β, α) ∈ RM

D3 : if justified(X) ∈ C(α) andrejected(X) ∈ C(β) then(α, β) ∈ RM }

Definition 20 A DungCMAF ∆M = (AM, RM, C, LM,Ddc) is said to be a met-
alevel formulation of the DungC framework∆ = (A,R) iff:

• dxe is a constant inLM iff x ∈ A

• AM is the union of the disjoint setsAM1,AM2,AM3, where:

1. α ∈ AM1, CM(α) = {justified(dxe)} iff x ∈ A
2. β ∈ AM2, CM(β) = {rejected(dxe)} iff x ∈ A
3. γ ∈ AM3, CM(γ) = {defeat({dy1e, . . . , dyne}, dxe)} iff ( {y1, . . . , yn}, {x})
∈ R

• RM is defined byDdc.
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e

a

d cb

 r-e

 j-d

 j-e

 r-d

 j-c

 r-a j-a

 r-b

 j-b

 {cd}
def e

 

 r-c {e}
 def d

 {db}
def a

 {ab}
def c

Figure 4: A DungC framework with collective attacks, and its metalevel formulation

We employ a similar abuse of notation as in Notation 2, writing({y1, . . . , yn} def
x) to refer to an argument claimingdefeat({dy1e, . . . , dyne}, dxe).
Consider Figure 4’s object level DungC framework with the following attacks:

{a, b} → c, {d, b} → a, {e} → d, {d, c} → e,

One can easily verify thatE1 = {d, b, c} (the encircled arguments) andE2 = {a, b, e}
are the preferred and stable extensions, and{b} the grounded extension. Figure 4 shows
the object level framework’sMAF , and the arguments (shaded) in the preferred and
stable extensionE1′ corresponding toE1. In general:

Theorem 3Let ∆M = (AM, RM, C, LM,Ddc) be theMAF of a DungC framework
∆ = (A,R). Then fors ∈ {complete, grounded, preferred, stable}, (j−x) ∈ AM is a
credulously, respectively sceptically, justified argument of∆M under thes semantics,
iff x ∈ A is a credulously, respectively sceptically, justified argument of∆ under thes
semantics.

3.4 Formalising Preference Based Argumentation in Meta-level Ar-
gumentation Frameworks

As discussed in Section 2,PAFs, VAFs andEAFs provideadditional information
which enable, when evaluating the framework, to say that an attack fails to succeed
as a defeat, even though the attacking argument is justified. In terms of metalevel
argumentation, this additional information is the source of additionalargumentswhich
can be used to attack arguments of the form (x defy).

Given an object levelPAF , the existence of a strict preferencex�P y constitutes
a metalevel argument claiming that ‘x is strictly preferred toy’. In addition to MR2
in Section 3.1, we thus have the additional following metalevel characterisation of the
object level reasoning that determines the justified arguments of aPAF :

MR2′ : y does not defeatx (i.e., y’s attack onx fails) if x is strictly pre-
ferred toy. Hence, in the metalevel,α claiming ‘y defeatsx’ is attacked by
an argumentρ claiming that ‘x is strictly preferred toy’. Thusρ reinstates
ξ claiming ‘x is justified’.

Definition 21 A P -MAF is a tuple (AM,RM, C, LM,Dp) , whereDp =Dd ∪
{ D4 : if defeat(Y,X) ∈ C(α) ands preferred(X,Y ) ∈ C(β) then(β, α) ∈ RM}

13



Definition 22 A P -MAF ∆M = (AM, RM, C, LM,Dp) is said to be a metalevel
formulation of thePAF ∆ = (A,R,P) iff:

• dxe is a constant inLM iff x ∈ A

• AM is the union of the disjoint setsAM1, AM2, AM3, AM4, whereAM1,
AM2 andAM3 are defined as in Definition 18, and:

4. δ ∈ AM4, C(δ) = {s preferred(dxe, dye)} iff x�P y
(from hereon, we may write(xPy) to refer to an argument of the formδ).

• RM is defined byDp.

j-a r-a a 
def b j-b r-b

aPb

b 
def a

b 
def c j-c r-c

c 
def b

bPc

Figure 5: A PAF formulated as a metalevel framework

Figure 5 shows the metalevel formulation of thePAF (A = {a, b, c}, R = {(a, b),
(b, a), (b, c), (c, b)}, P = {(a, b), (b, c)}). E′ = {(j − a), (a def b), (r − b), (j −
c), (aPb), (bPc)} is the single grounded/preferred/stable extension of theP -MAF ,
corresponding to the single grounded/preferred/stable extension{a, c} of the object
levelPAF .

Theorem 4 Let ∆M = (AM, RM, C, LM,Dp) be theP -MAF of a PAF ∆ =
(A,R,P). Then fors ∈ {complete, grounded, preferred, stable}, (j − x) ∈ AM
is a credulously, respectively sceptically, justified argument of∆M under thes seman-
tics, iff x ∈ A is a credulously, respectively sceptically, justified argument of∆ under
thes semantics.

Note that the above example illustratesresolutionof a framework obtained by re-
placing symmetric attacks with asymmetric attacks. Properties relating frameworks
and their resolutions have been studied in [8] and [33]. Our metalevel formulation of
PAFs provides a general setting for further formal study ofresolution semantics[8],
whereby the reasoning by which an object-level framework’s resolutions are obtained
is now modelled in terms of argumentation within its metalevel formulation.

3.5 Formalising Value Based Argumentation in Meta-level Argu-
mentation Frameworks

In VAFs we have additional information: a set of values, a function mapping argu-
ments to values, and a set of audiences representing totally ordered preference relations
on values. The metalevel characterisation of the object level reasoning applied to de-
termine the justified arguments of an audience specificVAF (aVAF ), augments MR2
in Section 3.1 as follows:

MR2.1 y does not defeatx (i.e., y’s attack onx fails) if x’s value is preferred toy’s
value. Hence, in the metalevel,α claiming ‘y defeatsx’ is attacked bya value
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preferenceargumentν claiming that ‘x’s value is preferred toy’s value’. Thusν
reinstatesξ claiming ‘x is justified’.

MR2.2 The preference ofx’s value overy’s value is challenged by the contrary prefer-
ence. Hence, in the metalevel eachν is symmetrically attacked by the metalevel
argumentν′ claiming that ‘y’s value is preferred tox’s value’.

MR2.3 TheaVAF ’s choice of audience (total ordering on values) endorses the pairwise
value preferences specified by the total ordering. Thus, an audience constitutes
a metalevel argument that claims a total ordering, and that attacks any value
preference arguments that contradict the endorsed value preferences. Hence, if
val(x) >a val(y), thena constitutes anaudience argumentthat attacksν′ and
thus reinstatesν.

We can also represent all audiences in aVAF , where givenP = {a1, . . . ,an},
then eachai constitutes anaudience argumentthat symmetrically attacks every other
audience argument, since by definition, for alli, j such thati 6= j, ai andaj contradict
each other on at least one value preference.

Definition 23 A V -MAF is a tuple (AM,RM, C, LM,Dv) , whereDv =Dd ∪

{D4 : if defeat(Y,X) ∈ C(α) andval pref(val(X,V ), val(Y, V ′)) ∈ C(β) then
(β, α) ∈ RM

D5 : if val pref(val(Y, V ′), val(X,V )) ∈ C(α) andval pref(val(X,V ), val(Y, V ′))
∈ C(β) then(β, α) ∈ RM

D6 : if audience(Z) ∈ C(α) andval pref(val(Y, V ′), val(X,V )) ∈ C(β), where
Z is a set of pairs of constants such that(V, V ′) ∈ Z, then(α, β) ∈ RM

D7 : if audience(Z) ∈ C(β) andaudience(Z ′) ∈ C(α), whereZ andZ ′ are sets
of pairs of constants such that(V, V ′) ∈ Z, (V ′, V ) ∈ Z ′, then(β, α) ∈ RM}

Definition 24 A V -MAF ∆M = (AM, RM, C, LM,Dv) is said to be a metalevel
formulation of theVAF ∆ = (A,R, V , val, P ) iff:

• dxe is a constant inLM iff x ∈ A or x ∈ V

• AM is the union of the disjoint setsAM1, AM2, AM3, AM4, AM5 where
AM1 . . .AM3 are defined as in Definition 18, and:

4. ν ∈ AM4, C(ν) = {val pref(val(dxe, dve), val(dye, dv′e))} iff val(x) =
v, val(y) = v′, andv 6= v′ (henceforth we may write(xvPyv′) to refer to
an argument of the formν)

5. ε ∈ AM5, C(ε) = { {(v1, v2) . . . (vm, vn))} } iff a ∈ P , a = v1 >a

v2 . . . vm >a vn (henceforth we may write(>a) to refer to an argument
of the formε)

• RM is defined byDv.

TheV -MAF of anaVAF (A,R,V ,val,a) is defined as above, whereP = {a}.
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j-a r-a
a 

def b j-b r-b

b  PaV2 v1 a  PbV1 v2

 >a1  >a2

Figure 6: A VAF and aVAF (within the dashed line) formulated as metalevel frame-
works

Example 1 Figure 6 shows theV -MAF formulation of theVAF :
(A = {a, b}, R = {(a, b)}, V = {v1, v2}, val(a) = v1, val(b) = v2, P = {a1 =
{(v1, v2)},a2 = {(v2, v1)}})
We have two preferred extensions of theV -MAF formulation, one for each audience:

E1 = {(>a1), (av1Pbv2), (j − a), (a def b), (r − b)}
E2 = {(>a2), (bv2Pav1), (j − a), (j − b)}
E2 is then the single preferred extension of theV -MAF formulation of theaVAF for
audiencea2 (shown outlined by the dashed line in Figure 6).

Theorem 5 Let ∆M = (AM, RM, C, LM,Dv) be theV -MAF of an aVAF ∆ =
(A,R,V ,val,a). Then fors ∈ {complete, grounded, preferred, stable}, (j − x) ∈ AM
is a credulously, respectively sceptically, justified argument of∆M under thes seman-
tics, iff x ∈ A is a credulously, respectively sceptically, justified argument of∆ under
thes semantics.

In [11], the arguments in every preferred extension for every audience in aVAF
are referred to asobjectivelyacceptable. The arguments that appear in at least one
preferred extension for at least one audience in aVAF are referred to assubjectively
acceptable. These notions correspond to the sceptically, respectively credulously justi-
fied arguments (under the preferred semantics) of theVAF ’s metalevel formulation.

Definition 25 Given aVAF ∆ = (A,R, V, val, P ), and an argumentx ∈ A:

• x is objectively acceptable iff∀a ∈ P , x is a sceptically justified argument of
theaVAF (A,R,V ,val,a) under the preferred semantics.

• x is subjectively acceptable iff∃a ∈ P , x is a credulously justified argument of
theaVAF (A,R,V ,val,a) under the preferred semantics.

Theorem 6 Let ∆M = (AM, RM, C, LM,Dv) be theV -MAF of a VAF ∆ =
(A,R,V ,val,P ). Then for anyx ∈ A, (j − x) ∈ AM:

1. x is an objectively acceptable argument of∆ iff (j − x) is a sceptically justified
argument of∆M under the preferred semantics.
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2. x is a subjectively acceptable argument of∆ iff (j−x) is a credulously justified
argument of∆M under the preferred semantics.

3.6 Formalising Extended Argumentation in Meta-level Argumen-
tation Frameworks

In both preference and value based argumentation, information assumed to be exoge-
nous to the domain of argumentation based reasoning is used to undermine the success
of attack as defeats. InEAFs, such information is part of the object level domain of
argumentation, and in keeping with the abstract nature of Dung’s approach no commit-
ments are made to the nature of this information. Rather, the use of the information to
undermine the success of attacks is abstractly characterised; by defining a new attack
relation that originates from an argument, and that attacks an attack.

Intuitively, the metalevel characterisation of the object level reasoning in anEAF,
extends that in a DungMAF so that arguments of the form(j − x) and arguments of
the form(q def r) are respectively attacked by arguments of the form(y defx) and(p
def(q defr)). Just as(y defx) is attacked by(r−y) and(r−y) is attacked by(j−y),
so(p def (q def r)) is attacked by(r − p) and(r − p) is attacked by(j − p).

ψ ξτ α

y is justified y is rejected

ρ

y defeats x x is justified x is rejected

α' z defeats y's 
defeat of x

τ' z is rejected

ψ' z is justified

Figure 7: Meta-level formulation of an attack on an attack

Hence, in addition to MR1, MR2 and MR3 in Section 3.1 we have the following
analogous metalevel reasoning principles:

MR1′ The existence of an attack(z, (y, x)), constitutes a metalevel argumentα′ claim-
ing ‘z successfully attacksand sodefeatsy’s defeat ofx’; henceα′ attacksα
claiming ‘y defeatsx’ (see Figure 7). Any metalevel attack onα′, challeng-
ing z’s defeat ofy’s defeat ofx, reinstatesα, and characterises the object level
reinstatement ofy’s attack onx.

MR2′ If z is rejected, thenz does not defeaty’s defeat ofx. Hence,α′ is attacked by
τ ′ claiming that ‘z is rejected’. Thusτ ′ reinstatesα.

MR3′ If z is justified, thenz defeatsy’s defeat ofx. Thus,ψ′ claiming that ‘z is
justified’ attacksτ ′ claiming ‘z is rejected’, so reinstatingα′.
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Definition 26 An E-MAF is a tuple (AM,RM, C, LM,De), where:
De = Dd ∪ { D4 : if defeat(Z, (defeat(Y,X)) ∈ C(α) anddefeat(Y,X) ∈ C(β)
then(α, β) ∈ RM}.

Definition 27 An E-MAF ∆M = (AM, RM, C, LM,De) is said to be a metalevel
formulation of theEAF ∆ = (A,R,D) iff:

• dxe is a constant inLM iff x ∈ A

• AM is the union of the disjoint setsAM1, AM2, AM3, AM4, whereAM1,
AM2 andAM3 are defined as in Definition 18, and:

4. δ ∈ AM4, C(δ) = {defeat(dze, (defeat(dye, dxe))} iff ( z,(y, x)) ∈ D
(from hereon, we write(zD(yDx)) to refer to an argument of the formδ).

• RM is defined byDe.

j-b

r-b b
def a

r-a

j-a

a
def b

cD
(bDa)

dD
(aDb)

r-c

r-d

j-c

j-d

c
def d

d
def c

eD
(cDd)

r-e

j-e

b a

d

c

e

Figure 8: AnEAF and its meta-level formulation

Figure 8 shows anEAF5 and its metalevel formulation. In general, a correspon-
dence does not hold between the justified arguments ofEAFs and their metalevel for-
mulations. Consider theEAF ∆ in Figure 9, in whicha attacksb, andb itself attacks
the attack froma 6. ∆’s single preferred extension isE = {a, b}, sinceE is conflict
free according to Definition 12,a is obviously acceptable w.r.t.E, andb is acceptable
w.r.t. E since no argumentdefeatsE b. However, there exist two preferred extensions
of ∆’s metalevel formulation∆M :

{(j − a), (a def b), (r − b)} and{(j − a), (j − b), (bD(aDb))}

Hence,a and b are sceptically justified arguments of∆, whereas only(j − a) is a
sceptically justified argument of∆M .

5TheEAF shown is the ‘weather example’ used to motivate extended argumentation in [38]
6The example demonstrates the kind of self-reference exhibited by theliar paradox (“this sentence is

false”) in thatb is interpreted as asserting a conclusion about itself, viz. that “b is preferred toa”
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Δ

a b

a
def bj-a r-a j-b r-b

bD
(aDb)

ΔM

Figure 9: A non-hierarchicalEAF and its metalevel formulation∆M

The example reveals a distinction between the ontological status ascribed toR
attacks inEAFs and their metalevel formulation as arguments.If one were to ascribe
to attacks the same status as arguments, then one might justifiably consider{a, b} and
{a} as distinct preferred extensions of theEAF ∆, where the latter preferred extension
implicitly contains the attacka ⇀ b. However,EAFs treatR attacks as second class
citizens, and with some justification given that the existence of an attack is contingent
on the existence of arguments but not vice versa (i.e., one can consider the existence of
arguments independently of attacks, but not vice versa). In this view it is legitimate to
identify {a, b} as the set inclusion maximal admissible set ofarguments.

Our metalevel formulation does not discriminate between metalevel arguments con-
stituted by the existence ofR attacks and arguments inA; these attacks and arguments
are effectively assumed to be on a par. This in turn means that unlike attacks at the
object level, attacks formalised as metalevel arguments can indirectly reinstate them-
selves via the rejection of the very same argument that is the target of the attack. This
is illustrated in∆M in Figure 9 in which(a def b) is part of a 4 cycle, so that(a def
b) reinstates(r − b), which in turn reinstates(a def b) (hence we say(a def b) indi-
rectly reinstates itself) in the preferred extension{(j − a), (a def b), (r − b)}. Now,
notice that the above implications of the distinct ontological treatment of arguments
and attacks would not manifest if we focussed onEAFs that maintain a strict sepa-
ration between object level arguments and the arguments that attack attacks between
object level arguments. Indeed, [38] study a special class ofhierarchical EAFin which
the argumentation is ‘stratified’ into levels so that, intuitively, each level is a Dung
framework(A,R) in which allR attacks are restricted to arguments within the frame-
work. TheseR attacks are then attacked byD attacks that exclusively originate from
arguments in the immediate metalevel. It is interesting to note that the characteris-
tic functions of hierarchicalEAFs are monotonic, so enabling characterisation of their
grounded extensions as the least fixed point of their characteristic functions.

Definition 28 ∆ = (A,R,D) is ahierarchical EAFiff there exists a partition∆H = (
((A1,R1),D1), . . ., ((Aj ,Rj),Dj), . . . ) such that:

• A =
⋃∞

i=1Ai, R =
⋃∞

i=1Ri, D =
⋃∞

i=1Di, and fori = 1 . . .∞, (Ai,Ri) is a
Dung argumentation framework.

• (C,(A,B)) ∈ Di implies (A,B) ∈ Ri, C ∈ Ai+1

∆ is abounded hierarchical EAFiff its partition ∆H is of the form ( ((A1,R1),D1),
. . ., ((An,Rn),Dn) ), whereDn = ∅

A correspondence can then be shown between bounded hierarchicalEAFs and their
metalevel formulations:
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Theorem 7 Let ∆M = (AM, RM, C, LM,De) be theE-MAF of a bounded hier-
archicalEAF ∆ = (A,R,D). Then fors ∈ {complete, grounded, preferred, stable},
(j − x) ∈ AM is a credulously, respectively sceptically, justified argument of∆M

under thes semantics, iffx ∈ A is a credulously, respectively sceptically, justified
argument of∆ under thes semantics.

TheEAF in Figure 7 is not hierarchical, whereas theEAF in Figure 8 is. Its single
preferred extension{e, d, b} corresponds to the single preferred extension

{(j − e), (eD(cDd)), (j − d), (d def c), (r − c), (dD(aDb)), (j − b), (b
defa), (r − a)}

of its metalevel formulation in Figure 8.
Although [38] discusses and illustrates requirements forEAFs that do not con-

form to the hierarchical restriction, we observe that many applications of extended
argumentation can be naturally accommodated under the hierarchical restriction; in
particular application of extended argumentation to agent reasoning over beliefs, goals
and actions [36, 43], and to the modelling of case law [14]. Note that in Section 6 we
comment further on the lack of correspondence between non-hierarchicalEAFs and
their metalevel formulations.

Prior to discussing applications of metalevel argumentation, we conclude with a
brief comment on a recent critique [3] ofPAFs,VAFs andEAFs. The critique claims
that these frameworks may yield unintended results, and so could be seen as undermin-
ing the value of our metalevel formulations. In [3], a single motivating example is used
to substantiate the critique. An expert’s assessment that a given violin is produced by
Stradivari (s), and that Stradivari produced violins are expensive (s → e), is used to
construct an argumenta1 claiming that the violin is expensive.a1 is then attacked (on
its premises) by a2 claiming that the violin is not expensive (¬s), where the source
of a2 is less reliable than the expert, so thata1 is stronger thana2. Hence the attack
from a2 to a1 fails, so that, as claimed in [3], one obtains an inconsistent extension
containinga1 anda2. However, the example as presented in [3] fails to acknowledge
that the extensions of a framework are evaluated on the basis ofall the arguments and
attacks defined by the instantiating theory. Hence, in the example there will also be an
expert’s argumenta3 simply claimings, wherea3 anda2 symmetrically attack, and
where the greater reliability of the expert means thata3 asymmetrically defeatsa2, so
yielding the single consistent preferred extension{a1, a3}.

4 Applications of Metalevel Argumentation

4.1 Applying Results and Techniques for Dung Argumentation to
Developments of Dung Argumentation

We have described metalevel formulations of various object level developments of
Dung’s argumentation theory, and shown that the justified arguments of the object level
frameworks can be characterised in terms of the justified arguments of their metalevel
formulations. SinceMAFs adopt the same basic machinery of Dung frameworks,
these correspondences allow one to transition the full range of theoretical and practical
results and techniques defined for Dung argumentation, to these various developments.
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Consider, for example, the use of labellings for characterising the extensions of a
Dung framework. Algorithms for computing labellings, and therefore extensions, have
also been proposed [23, 42, 50, 51]. However, there has been little, if any work on
labellings for the various developments of Dung’s framework reviewed in Section 27.
Given the previous section’s correspondences between the extensions of object level
frameworks and their metalevel formulations, one can now use the labelling approach
and algorithms at the metalevel in order to characterise and compute the object level
extensions. For example, suppose∆ is a hierarchicalEAF , and let∆M = (AM,RM,
C, LM,De) be itsE-MAF as defined in Definition 27. We can then apply labelling
algorithms to compute the labellings and so extensions of the Dung framework (AM,
RM) under all of Dung’s semantics. Given Theorem 7, we thus obtain the extensions
of ∆.

Consider also the substantial body of work on argument game proof theories for
Dung frameworks (AFs) (e.g., [24, 27, 42, 52]). These games are defined for estab-
lishing the justified status of a given argumentx under each of Dung’s semantics, and
take the form of dialogues between a proponent and an opponent of a given argument.
The proponent starts with an argument to be tested, after which each player must attack
the other player’s arguments with a counterargument. The initial argument is provable
if the proponent has a winning strategy, i.e., if he can make the opponent run out of
moves however the opponent chooses to attack. The precise rules of the argument
game depend on the semantics which the proof theory is meant to capture.

While these games work well forAFs, there is relatively little work on defining
argument games for the various developments ofAFs described in Section 2. Further-
more, the few games that have been defined (e.g., [10, 12, 37]) are considerably more
complex than those defined forAFs. However, one can now apply argument games
forAFs, to metalevel frameworks, so that given the previous section’s correspondences
shown, one can establish the justified status of arguments of the form(j − x) in order
to establish the status ofx in the corresponding object level framework.

For example, consider Two Player Immediate Response (TPI) games for demon-
strating the justified status under credulous preferred and sceptical preferred semantics,
for coherent8 AFs [27, 52]. In [27], three moves are used:COUNTER, BACKUPand
RETRACT. Either player can useCOUNTERto attack the last argument played by their
counterpart, whereasBACKUPandRETRACTare used respectively by opponent and
proponent to back-track when no argument is available to attack the argument last
played. A game forVAFs was then proposed in [10], in which an additionalVALUE
move is made available to both players. TheVALUEmove is used when there is no
argument available to allow aCOUNTERmove, and allows the player to defend an ar-
gument by claiming an audience advocating that its value is preferred to its attacker.
A record of such moves must be kept so as to block aVALUEmove expressing an
audience whose value preference contradicts a previousVALUEmove’s audience ad-
vocated preference. Although this game is effective for some frameworks, it is more
complicated than the original TPI in that it has this additional move and requires main-
tenance of additional structures to record the currently expressed value preferences.
Additionally, certain types of framework present problems.

A desirable feature ofVAFs is that rather than the audience being fixed in advance,

7The only exception we know of is the labellings defined forEAFs for the admissible, preferred and
stable semantics [37]. Algorithms for computing these extensions are not defined in this work

8Every preferred extension of acoherentDung framework is also stable, and since in general stable
extensions are preferred, the stable and preferred extensions of a coherentAF coincide.
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it should emerge from the reasoning process itself9. This issue is explored in [12], in
which given aVAF , the proponent wishes to establish a position in which certain
arguments are to be accepted, certain other arguments to be rejected, and the proponent
is indifferent to the inclusion or exclusion of the remaining arguments. [12] presents
a game in which an audience for which the position is acceptable is determined, or it
is shown that no such audience exists. The moves of the game are, however, rather
complicated, and lack the clear intuitions of the TPI game moves.

However, we can now apply the standard TPI games to our metalevel formulations
of aVAFs andVAFs. Given Theorem 5, we can then evaluate the justified status
of an argument(j − x) in the metalevel formulation, so evaluating the status ofx
in the object levelVAF . No additional moves or structures recording the currently
expressed value preferences are required. Furthermore, since the value preferences and
audiences appear as arguments in the admissible set constructed during the course of a
TPI game, we can play the standard TPI game to identify the audience needed to make
a proponent’s position acceptable.

4.2 Extending and Integrating Abstract Argumentation in Met-
alevel Frameworks

In the spirit of Dung’s original theory,MAFs adopt a level of abstraction that makes
limited commitments to the instantiating logics. Thus metalevel arguments can be
built from statements about arguments, preferences, attacks etc. in different object
level frameworks, which in turn may be constructed from different underlying logics.
We now discuss how this provides for integration and further extension of the various
developments of abstract argumentation, and for instantiation by, and integration of ar-
guments constructed from different theories in different underlying logics, where one
theory may encode metalevel reasoning about the arguments defined by another theory.

Recall that inVAFs audiences serve as oracles in that it is not possible to debate
the merits of belonging to one audience rather than another. At the metalevel, however,
the audiences are arguments within the framework, and as such are open to attack like
any other argument, allowing one to advance arguments for and against particular au-
diences. Consider Definition 23’s metalevel formulation of value based argumentation.
Given an object levelVAF we can construct the arguments and attacks instantiating
a V -MAF , andadditionally include in theV -MAF metalevel arguments that refer
to object level arguments and attacks defined by argumentation-based reasoning about
what the audience should be.

One possible source of such arguments may be moral principles. In a debate on
fox hunting, for example, one might find an argument along the lines offox hunting
is enjoyed by many peoplein conflict with an argument such asfox hunting causes
animal suffering. Resolving this conflict requires choosing between the audience pre-
ferring the value of human enjoyment to the value of animal welfare, and the audience
endorsing the contrary preference. Opponents of hunting could now appeal to some
moral standards, claiming that it is not a legitimate choice to prefer human enjoyment
to animal welfare, using an argument such asno rational person could promote enjoy-
ment at the expense of animal welfare. Such an argument would attack any audience
endorsing the preference for human enjoyment. In turn this argument could be subject
to attack, so that the debate shifts to what preferences are legitimate.

9Echoing Searle’s view [48] that value preferences are the product of reasoning rather than an input to it.
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This kind of argumentation is particularly common in the legal domain, especially
when considering common law and the role of precedent cases. Often a case will turn
on how the court chooses to resolve a conflict between possible purposes that the law
can serve. Consider the well known property law case ofPierson v Postthat has been
the subject of much discussion in AI and Law. In this case there is a conflict between
the value of encouraging a socially useful activity, and the need to have clear law to
minimise disputes. While the minority opinion inPiersonfavoured the first value, the
majority preferred clear law to social utility. In subsequent cases where this choice is
presented,Piersoncan be cited as an argument against adopting a preference for social
utility.

This additional expressiveness is important for representing such domains. Whereas
object level frameworks, such as that produced forPiersonand related cases in [15]
could identify the choices confronting the courts, they could capture neither the choice
actually made, nor the rationale for the choice, both of which are essential for a proper
representation of precedential reasoning. For a recent representation of case law which
uses metalevel frameworks to allow such argumentation, see [14].

Consider also that our definition ofE-MAFs (Definition 26) admits (given the
BNF specification ofLM in Definition 16) arguments with claims of the formdefeat
(Zn, defeat(Zn−1, defeat(Zn−2, . . .))), where each such argument attacks an argu-
ment with claimdefeat(Zn−1, defeat(Zn−2, . . .)). That is to say we can model re-
cursive attacks on attacks on attacks on. . . etc (see Figure 10). Indeed, such a metalevel
formulation might even provide a basis for defining an object level framework extend-
ing EAFs to accommodate such recursive attacks, in the sense that one might verify
the correctness of such an object level formalisation by showing a correspondence with
the metalevel formulation. Recently, [6, 7] have proposed just such an object level for-
malisation of recursive attacks, and we will discuss this work in Section 5.

j-b r-b b
def a r-aj-a

cD
(bDa)

r-cj-c

eD(cD
(bDa))

r-ej-e

Figure 10: AnE-MAF with metalevel formulations of recursive attacks on attacks.

In light of the above discussion, the question naturally arises as to whether there are
requirements for formalising argumentation in metalevel frameworks independently of
correspondences with object level frameworks. Our recent work on integrating accrual
and dialectical argumentation [40] suggests such requirements. In [40] we argue that
accrual should be modelled in terms of reasoning about the application of preferences
to sets of arguments, and describe how this can be formalised inMAFs in which the
constraints on the metalevel attack relation augment those for DungMAFs (D1, D2
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andD3 in Definition 17), with constraints that encode and so ensure satisfaction of the
three principles of accrual identified by Prakken in [46].

A number of works (e.g., [32, 34]) have described requirements for extending value
based argumentation so that criteria other than the audience based ranking of values
can be used to undermine the success of attacks. For example, consider that two ar-
gumentsa andb symmetrically attack, wherea andb promote the same value. One
may then wish to arbitrate betweena andb based on other criteria, such as the relative
trustworthiness of the distinct advocates (or sources) of each argument, or the degree
to which each argument promotes a value. We can formalise a metalevel integration
of value and preference argumentation by straightforwardly combining theP -MAFs
andV -MAFs of Sections 3.4 and 3.5, by adding an additional constraint specifying
attacks between contrary pairwise value preferences and strict preferences given by the
preference relation.

r-c

b)

j-b r-b b
def c j-c

 >a1

j-a

cPb

c
def b

c  PbV2 v1 b  PcV1 v2

r-a

aPb

b
def a

a
def b

a)

 a b    c

v1 v1 v2

Figure 11: AVAF (a) and preference ordering formalised as aV P -MAF (b) in which
the arguments in one of its two extensions are shaded

Definition 29 A V P -MAF is a tuple (AM,RM, C,LM,Dvp), whereDvp =Dv ∪Dp

∪ {D′ : if C(α) = val pref(val(Y, V ′), val(X,V )) andC(β) = s preferred(X,Y )
then(β, α), (α, β) ∈ RM}.

Consider theaVAF in Figure 11 where the single audiencea1 orders valuev1
over v2. Consider also a separately defined preference ordering yielding the strict
preferencesc �P b, a �P b, where the latter strict preference resolves the choice
between the symmetrically attackinga andb, each of which promote the same value.
Notice that there are two preferred extensions of theV P -MAF ; the one containing
the shaded arguments as shown in Figure 11b), and the second containing the same
arguments except thatbv1Pcv2 replaces(c defb) and(cPb). Both preferred extensions
contain the sceptically justified arguments(j − a) and(j − c), wherec is justified at
the object level, is in the latter case based exclusively on its reinstatement bya, and in
the former case additionally results fromc’s preference overb.
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Consider also that one can instantiate aV P -MAF by reference to arguments con-
structed from different underlying logics, where one logic may encode metalevel rea-
soning about the arguments and attacks defined by a theory in another logic. For ex-
ample, one might instantiate aV P -MAF with:

1. ‘action’ arguments constructed in a BDI logic, instantiating schemes and critical
questions for practical reasoning as described in [4];

2. ‘value’ arguments that refer to the values promoted by ‘action’ arguments, as
described in [34] in which arguments are built from first order theories consisting
of facts that assign values to constants naming the above action arguments, and
orderings on values;

3. ‘preference’ arguments, whose construction from first order theories encoding
clinical trial conclusions as to the relative efficacy of drugs is described in [34]
(preference arguments thus arbitrate between action arguments for alternative
medical actions that promote the same value (health) but do so to differing de-
grees, as concluded by clinical trials).

5 Related Work

This paper builds on and substantially extends previous work of ours [39] in which
bounded hierarchicalEAFs are rewritten as Dung frameworks. In [39] we ‘expand’R
attacksx ⇀ y in anEAF , to obtain attacksx→ x→ −→xy → y. A D attack(z, (x, y))
is then rewritten as an attackz → −→xy in the rewrite. The rewrites presented in [39]
have also been described in subsequent works by other authors [6, 7, 17, 19, 20, 29].

Of particular interest is [6, 7]’s extension ofEAFs –AFRA (Argumentation Frame-
work with Recursive Attacks) – to accommodate recursive attacks on attacks, and their
rewrite as Dung frameworks. It is instructive to examine howAFRAs accommodate
attacks on attacks and formalise these as a Dung framework. Consider arguments
a, b, c, d, and attacks(a, b), (c, d) and(b, (c, d)) (AFRAs also allow attacks on attacks
on attacks etc.). The notion of direct and indirect defeats from attacks to arguments
and attacks is defined, so that for the given example:

(a, b) directly defeatsb, (c, d) directly defeatsd, (b, (c, d)) directly defeats
(c, d) and(a, b) indirectly defeats(b, (c, d))

Based on these notions of defeat, notions of conflict free, acceptability and admis-
sible and preferred extensions are defined. A Dung argumentation framework rewrite
is also defined. Figure 12a) shows [6]’s rewrite for the above example, and by way
of comparison the metalevelE-MAF formulation is also shown in Figure 12b). Intu-
itively, [6] effectively model attacks as arguments, in a manner similar to our metalevel
formulation. Given that [6]’s motivation is to obtain a rewrite rather than formalise
metalevel argumentation, the rewrite does not include arguments corresponding to met-
alevel arguments of the form(r − x). Intuitively, however, a correspondence obtains
between [6]’s rewrite and our metalevel formulation, since an argument(r − b) will
be acceptable iff(a def b) is acceptable, so that one can formulate an attack directly
from (a def b) to (bD(cDd)). These observations suggest therefore that the metalevel
formulation of recursive attacks described in Section 4.2 can be viewed as a metalevel
formulation of [6]’s object level formalisation of recursive attacks. A formal demon-
stration of this is a topic for future work. For the moment, recall Section 3.6’s dis-
cussion on the lack of correspondence for metalevel formulations ofnon-hierarchical
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EAFs, and how this reflects the distinction in ontological status that [38] ascribes to
arguments and attacks; a distinction that fails to be preserved in the metalevel formula-
tion. It is this very same distinction that is responsible for the characteristic function of
EAFs failing to satisfy monotonicity (althoughhierarchicalEAFs do satisfy mono-
tonicity)10. However, [6, 7] do not make such a distinction (and so obtain characteristic
functions that are in general monotonic). Thus, one would expect a full correspondence
for the metalevel formulation ofAFRAs.

a (a,b) b

(b,(c,d))

(c,d) dc

a)

j-a r-a a
def b r-bj-b

j-c r-c c
def d r-dj-d

bD
(cDd)

b)

Figure 12: Comparing rewrite in [6] (a) and the metalevel formulation of anEAF (b)

The contents of this paper first appeared as a technical report [41], subsequent to
which a special issue ofStudia Logicapublished a number of interesting papers onNew
Ideas in Argumentation. Specifically, in [29], attacks are expanded in a similar manner
to that described by our rewrites in [39]. The expansions in [29] also model recursive
attacks on attacks, additionally allowing for the case where although an argumentx
can be rejected, this does not mean rejection of attacks that emanate fromx.

The above works on recursive attacks [6, 7, 29] are not concerned with this paper’s
primary goal of establishing a methodology for metalevel argumentation and showing
how varieties of object level argumentation can be uniformly characterised using this
methodology. In this regard, the work of Boella et.al. [17, 20] is more closely re-
lated. Boella et.al. also describe use of the rewrites first presented in [39] to suggest
a methodology for meta-argumentation, and outline similar aspirations to ours; to in-
stantiate Dung’s argumentation framework with meta-arguments so as to model Dung
argumentation and its various extensions. In [17], an object level attacka → b is rep-
resented by the meta-arguments and attacks:accept(a) → Xa,b → Ya,b → accept(b).
[17] then describes how attacks on arguments of the formYa,b can be used to model
attacks on attacks and recursive attacks on attacks. However, [17] and [20] do not
formally prove correspondences between the varieties of object level argumentation
reviewed in Section 2, and their metalevel formulations. The importance of the cor-
respondences shown in this paper, is that they offer a unifying perspective on a range
of developments of Dungs original framework, and facilitate application of results and
techniques for Dung’s framework to their various developments.

We also mention the meta-argumentation frameworks of [25]. This work does not
propose a methodology of metalevel argumentation in which arguments make claims
about object level frameworks, but rather proposes a specific meta-argumentation frame-
work for object levelbipolar argumentation frameworks [2]. The object-level support

10[38]’s counter-example to monotonicity is illustrated by Figure 1:A is acceptable w.r.t.S = {c, d},
but is not acceptable with respect to the conflict freeS′ = {c, b, d, e}. However, note that the attacks(c, b),
(d, e) can be assumed to be contained withinS but notS′ (given the reinstatement set{c →S b, d →S e})
if one were to ascribe them the same status as arguments. Under this assumption,S′ + S.
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relation is used to identify ‘coalitions’ (sets of conflict free arguments related by the
support relation) that constitute meta-arguments in a Dung framework, and that are re-
lated by an meta-attack relation based on the object-level attack relation. The justified
arguments of the object level framework can then be identified based on the metalevel
Dung framework.

Finally, a number of works formalise logics that explicitly refer to arguments and
their relations and properties [18, 33, 53]. In particular, [53] are motivated by the claim
that “argumentation and formal dialogue is necessarily a meta-logical process”, and
so formalise metalogics in which one can reason about what constitutes an argument in
the object level, attack and defeat relations between these arguments, their properties
(e.g. the values they promote), and their status in the object level. While [53] (and
[18, 33]) provide meta-logics for reasoning about arguments, and argument construc-
tion based on these meta-logical statements, they do not relate these to argumentation
frameworks, and so the argumentation at the metalevel is not considered using this
single powerful abstraction. Indeed, one can see how these meta-logics can be used
to define arguments, attacks and metalevel claims for instantiating the metalevel argu-
mentation frameworks described in this paper.

6 Conclusions

In this paper we have proposed a general methodology of metalevel argumentation,
whereby: 1) meta-arguments are constructed based on statements about an object-level
framework; 2) constraints on the metalevel attack relation refer to the claims that the
metalevel arguments make about the object level framework, and so characterise the
reasoning applied to evaluate the justified arguments of the object level framework; 3)
the justified arguments of the metalevel framework are evaluated under the standard
Dung semantics.

We have shown correspondences between the object level frameworks and their
metalevel formulations; correspondences that we not only suggest yield a number of
practical benefits, but also support a rhetorical aim of this paper: to support the view
that Dung’s acceptability calculus identifies general and widely applicable principles of
commonsense reasoning. Specifically, we have shown how collective attacks, prefer-
ence based, value based, and hierarchical extended argumentation can all be formulated
as instances of Dung argumentation.

Future work will investigate metalevel formulations of other developments of Dung’s
theory. For example, frameworks augmented with support relations [2, 45]. For the
moment, we observe that ifx supportsy, then an attack onx propagates toy. At the
metalevel this would be formalised in terms of a metalevel attack from(r−x) to (j−y),
so that if the argument(r− x) claiming ‘x is rejected’ is in an admissible extensionE
(and is therefore reinstated by some(z defx) ∈ E), then it cannot be that(j−y) ∈ E.
As discussed in Section 5, future work will also develop metalevel formulations of
recent frameworks accommodating recursive attacks on attacks [6, 7, 29].

In Section 4 we proposed a number of benefits of metalevel argumentation. The
correspondences shown in Section 3 allow one to transition the full range of theoret-
ical and practical results and techniques for Dung argumentation, to developments of
Dung argumentation. In particular, we discussed how the labelling approach and ar-
gument game proof theories developed for Dung’s framework, can now be applied to
compute the extensions and justified status of arguments in the object-level frameworks
formulated in the metalevel frameworks (thus avoiding requirements for development
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of more complex algorithms and proof theories for the object-level frameworks). Since
the metalevel formulations introduce extra arguments, future work will focus on how
efficiency gains can be obtained. For example, when applying argument games to met-
alevel frameworks, one could allow a player to play more than one argument in a single
move. In particular a player could move an argument of the form(x def y), followed
by an argument of the form(j − x), given that the player’s counterpart will always be
able to play(r− x) in response to(x defy), which in turn can always be countered by
(j − x). If these two moves were played together the counterpart would then have the
choice of attacking either(x def y) or (j − x). Changes of this sort would eliminate
some unnecessary rounds, but not otherwise impact on the game11.

Argument game proof theories for Dung frameworks have informed formalisation
of argumentation-based dialogue systems (see [47] for a review), where, for example,
one agent seeks to persuade another to adopt a belief it does not already hold to be true,
or when agents deliberate about what actions to execute, or negotiate over resources.
Another direction for future work will be to formalise similar such dialogues for met-
alevel frameworks, allowing, for example, agents to debate value preferences in value
based deliberation over actions, and preferences in negotiation.

In Section 4.2 we discussed howMAFs provide for extending and integrating var-
ious forms of abstract argumentation. In particular, we suggested extending the met-
alevel formulation ofV −MAFs to incorporate arguments expressing constraints on
audiences, and pointed to a recent work in whichMAFs integrate accrual with Dung’s
dialectical mode of argumentation [40]. We also described how arguments for prefer-
ence orderings and value preferences, built from different underlying theories encoded
in different logics, can be integrated in metalevel integrations of value and preference
based argumentation. These examples by no means exhaust the possible extensions
and integrations, and there is much scope for future work in these areas. For example,
one might look to integrate preferences with collective attacks, or model the strength of
attacks [9] in terms of weights assigned to metalevel arguments of the form(x def y),
where an attack’s weight may need to exceed a certain threshold (as recently described
in [28]), and the failure to do so may be modelled as a metalevel attack on(x defy).

7 Appendix

The following lemmas are used for the proofs of the main results in this paper. We first
define the expansion of DungC and Dung frameworks, obtained by substituting some
subset of the attacks(X, y) inR (where in the case of a Dung frameworkX is a single
argument) as shown in Figure 13.

Definition 30 Let ∆ = (A,R) be a DungC framework. Then∆′ = (A′,R′) is said to
be an expansion of∆ iff:

• R′ is any set of attacks (R∗ ⊆ R) ∪ {expand((X, y))|(X, y) ∈ (R − R∗)}
whereexpand((X, y)) = {({x}, x), ({x},

−→
Xy)|x ∈ X} ∪ ({

−→
Xy}, y)}

• A′ =A ∪ {x,
−→
Xy|({x},

−→
Xy) ∈ R′)}

11Note also that this will enhance the naturalness of such dialogical games, in that it is more natural for
a player to assert in one move that ‘x is justified and x attacks y’ rather than simply assert that ‘x attacks y’
and then only assert ‘x is justified’ in response to the opponent asserting that ‘x is rejected’
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Let ∆ = (A,R) be a Dung framework. Then∆′ = (A′,R′) is said to be an ex-
pansion of∆ iff ∆′ is the expansion of the DungC framework(A,Rs) whereRs =
{({x}, y)|(x, y) ∈ R}.

 x1

 x2

 x3

   y

 x1

 x2

 x3

 x1

 x2

 x3

{x1,x2,x3} y

Collective attack in DungC framework substituted by attacks in expansion

   y

 x    y

Attack in Dung framework substituted by attacks in expansion

 x   x  xy    y

Figure 13: Expansions of DungC collective attacks and Dung attacks

Lemmas 1 and 2 prove an iff correspondence between admissible extensions of
DungC frameworks and their expansions.

Lemma 1 Let (A′,R′) be an expansion of the DungC framework(A,R). LetE be an
admissible extension of(A,R). ThenE′ is an admissible extension of(A′,R′) such
that:

1. E′ = E ∪ {
−→
Xy|X ⊆ E, (X, y) ∈ R, expand((X, y)) ⊆ R′} ∪ {y|X ⊆

E, (X, y) ∈ R, y ∈ A′}
2. ∀α ∈ A, if α is acceptable w.r.t.E thenα is acceptable w.r.t.E′

Proof: Supposeα ∈ A, α acceptable w.r.t.E, andΩR′α.
– If ΩRα, then∃Γ ⊆ E s.t.ΓRδ, δ ∈ Ω. Suppose it is not the case thatΓ ⊆ E′, ΓR′δ.
Then,ΓRδ is someR attack(X, y) such thatexpand((X, y)) ⊆ R′. By definition of

E′,
−→
Xy ∈ E′, and since{

−→
Xy}R′y, α is acceptable w.r.t.E′.

– Suppose it is not the case thatΩRα. ThenΩ is some
−→
Y z, α somez, where∀y ∈ Y ,

{y}R′y, {y}R′
−→
Y z. Since

−→
Y z is obtained by expandingYRz, and by admissibility of

E, ∃X ⊆ E s.t. XRy′ for somey′ ∈ Y , then by definition ofE′, y′ ∈ E′, and soα
(= z) is acceptable w.r.tE′.

To showE′ is admissible it remains to show that arguments
−→
Xy, y ∈ E′ are acceptable

w.r.t. E′. If
−→
Xy ∈ E′ then∀x ∈ X, {x}R′

−→
Xy and{x}R′x, and sinceX ⊆ E and

soX ⊆ E′, then
−→
Xy is acceptable w.r.t.E′. If y ∈ E′ then(y, y) ∈ R′, (X, y) ∈ R

andX ⊆ E henceX ⊆ E′. If expand((X, y)) * R′ thenXR′y, and soy is

acceptable w.r.t.E′. If expand((X, y)) ⊆ R′, then
−→
Xy ∈ E′, where

−→
XyR′y, hencey

is acceptable w.r.t.E′.

Lemma 2 Let (A′,R′) be an expansion of the DungC framework(A,R). LetE′ be
an admissible extension of(A′,R′). ThenE = (E′ ∩A) is an admissible extension of
(A,R) such that:
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•
−→
Xy ∈ E′ impliesX ⊆ E, (X, y) ∈ R, andy ∈ E′ implies ∃X, X ⊆ E,
(X, y) ∈ R

• ∀α ∈ A, α is acceptable w.r.t.E′ impliesα is acceptable w.r.t.E

Proof: Supposeα ∈ A, α acceptable w.r.t.E′, ΩRα.
– SupposeΩR′α. Hence,∃Γ ⊆ E′ s.t. ΓR′δ, δ ∈ Ω. Suppose it is not the case that
Γ ⊆ E, ΓRδ. ThenΓ is of the form{

−→
Xy} (and so(X, y) ∈ R), δ of the formy, and

∀x ∈ X, {x}R′
−→
Xy, {x}R′x, and by admissibility ofE′, ∀x ∈ X, x ∈ E′. Since

E = (E′ ∩ A),X ⊆ E, and since(X, y) ∈ R thenα is acceptable w.r.t.E. Note that

we have also shown that
−→
Xy ∈ E′ impliesX ⊆ E, (X, y) ∈ R.

– Suppose it is not the case thatΩR′α. ThenΩ is someY ,α somez, expand((Y, z)) ⊆
R′. Hence{

−→
Y z}R′z, and by assumption of acceptability ofz w.r.t. E′, ∃y ∈ E′ s.t.

{y}R′
−→
Y z, wherey ∈ Y . Since{y}R′y, then by the admissibility ofE′ either:

1) ∃X ⊆ E′,XR′y, (X, y) ∈ R,X ⊆ E, henceα (= z) is acceptable w.r.t.E, or;

2) ∃
−→
Xy ∈ E′ s.t. {

−→
Xy}R′y, whereexpand((X, y)) ⊆ R′ and∀x ∈ X, {x}R′

−→
Xy,

{x}R′x, and so by admissibility ofE′, X ⊆ E′, henceX ⊆ E, α (= z) is acceptable
w.r.t. E. Note we have also showny ∈ E′ implies∃X,X ⊆ E, (X, y) ∈ R.

Lemma 3 Let ∆′ = (A′,R′) be an expansion of the DungC framework∆ = (A,R).
Then fors ∈ {admissible, complete, preferred, grounded, stable},E is ans extension
of (A,R) iff E′ is ans extension of(A′,R′), where:

1. ∀α ∈ A, α ∈ E iff α ∈ E′

2. ∃X ⊆ E, (X, y) ∈ R iff
−→
Xy ∈ E′, whereexpand((X, y)) ⊆ R′

3. ∃X ⊆ E, (X, y) ∈ R iff y ∈ E′, wherey ∈ A′

Proof:
1. s = admissible. 1.1Left to right half follows from Lemma 1.1.2. Right to left half
follows from Lemma 2.

Let us define functionsh andg s.t.

For any admissible extensionE of ∆, E′ = h(E) as defined above.
For any admissible extensionE′ of ∆′, E = g(E′) as defined above.

We show that:
a) h is monotonically strictly increasing in the sense that∀E,F s.t. E andF are
admissible extensions of∆ andE ⊂ F , thenh(E) ⊂ h(F )
SupposeE and by1.1 the corresponding admissibleE′ = h(E). SupposeE ⊂ F and
by 1.1 the corresponding admissibleF ′ = h(F ). It is obvious to see thatE′ ⊂ F ′

b) g is monotonically strictly increasing in the sense that∀E′, F ′ s.t. E′ andF ′ are
admissible extensions of∆′ andE′ ⊂ F ′, theng(E′) ⊂ g(F ′)
SupposeE′ and by1.2 the corresponding admissibleE = g(E′). SupposeE′ ⊂ F ′.
Then:

∀α ∈ (F ′ − E′), if α ∈ A or α is of the formy or
−→
Xy, thenα /∈ E,

respectively¬∃X ⊆ E s.t. (X, y) ∈ R, since otherwise, by application

of 1.1 toE, we would haveα ∈ E′, respectivelyy or
−→
Xy ∈ E′. (i)
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By 1.2, letF be the corresponding admissible extension of∆. Giveni), E ⊂ F .

2 s = complete.
2.1 Left to right half: SupposeE is complete. Applying1.1, E′ is an admissible
extension of∆′, whereE = g(E′). SupposeE′ is not complete. Then∃α /∈ E′, α
acceptable w.r.t.E′, and so by Dung’s fundamental lemma [26],F ′ = E′ ∪ {α} is
admissible whereF ′ ⊃ E′. Applying 1.2, F = g(F ′) is an admissible extension of∆,
where byb), E ⊂ F , contradictingE is complete.
2.2 Right to left half: SupposeE′ is complete. Applying1.2, E is an admissible
extension of∆, whereE′ = h(E). SupposeE is not complete. Then∃α /∈ E, α
acceptable w.r.t.E, and so by Dung’s fundamental lemma,F = E ∪ {α} is admissible
whereF ⊃ E. Applying 1.1, F ′ = h(F ) is an admissible extension of∆′, where by
a), E′ ⊂ F ′, contradictingE′ is complete.

3 s = preferred.
3.1 Left to right half: SupposeE is preferred. The proof now proceeds in the same
way as2.1, except that supposingE′ is not preferred immediately implies∃F ′ ⊃ E′

s.t.F ′ is admissible.
3.2 Right to left half: SupposeE′ is preferred. The proof now proceeds in the same
way as2.2, except that supposingE is not preferred immediately implies∃F ⊃ E s.t.
F is admissible.

4 s = grounded.
4.1Left to right half: SupposeE is grounded. Applying2.1,E′ is a complete extension
of ∆′, whereE = g(E′). SupposeE′ is not grounded. Then∃F ′ ⊂ E′, F ′ is complete.
Applying 2.2, F = g(F ′) is a complete and so admissible extension of∆, where byb),
F ⊂ E, contradictingE is grounded.
4.2Right to left half: SupposeE′ is grounded. Applying2.2,E is a complete extension
of ∆, whereE′ = h(E). SupposeE is not grounded. Then∃F ⊂ E, F is complete.
Applying 2.1, F ′ = h(F ) is a complete and so admissible extension of∆′, where by
a), F ′ ⊂ E′, contradictingE′ is grounded.

5 s = stable:
5.1 Left to right half: SupposeE is stable. Applying2.1, E′ is complete. Suppose
α ∈ A, α /∈ E′. Thenα /∈ E, ∃Γ ⊆ E s.t. (Γ, α) ∈ R. SinceE ⊆ E′, Γ ⊆ E′.

Suppose(Γ, α) /∈ R′. Then(Γ, α) = (X, y), expand((X, y)) ⊆ R′ and so
−→
Xy ∈ E′,

(
−→
Xy, y) ∈ R′. Suppose∃α ∈ (A′ − A), α /∈ E′, ¬∃Γ ⊆ E′ s.t. (Γ, α) ∈ R′. Then

either:
α is of the formy, in which case{y}R′y, y /∈ E′. But then we have already shown that
y ∈ A is attacked by some subset ofE′, and soy is acceptable w.r.t.E′, contradicting
E′ is complete;
α is of the form

−→
Xy, in which case∀x ∈ X, {x}R′

−→
Xy, x /∈ E′. For any such

x, x ∈ E′, and since{x}R′x, then
−→
Xy is acceptable w.r.t.E′, contradictingE′ is

complete.
5.2 Right to left half: SupposeE′ is a stable extension. Applying2.2, E is complete.
Suppose someα ∈ A, α /∈ E. Thenα /∈ E′, ∃Γ ⊆ E′ s.t. (Γ, α) ∈ R′. Suppose it is

not the case thatΓ ⊆ E and(Γ, α) ∈ R. ThenΓ is some{
−→
Xy}, α somey, and by2.2,

∃X ⊆ E, (X, y) ∈ R.

Notice that since the definitions of conflict free, acceptability and the extensions of a
standard Dung framework are a special case of DungC frameworks (i.e., the case where
every attack originates from a singleton set of arguments), then corollaries of the above
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results establish the same correspondences for Dung frameworks and their expansions.

Corollary 1 Let ∆′ = (A′,R′) be an expansion of the Dung framework∆ = (A,R).
Then fors ∈ {admissible, complete, preferred, grounded, stable}, E is ans extension
of (A,R) iff E′ is ans extension of(A′,R′), where:

1. ∀α ∈ A, α ∈ E iff α ∈ E′

2. ∃x ∈ E, (x, y) ∈ R iff −→xy ∈ E′, whereexpand((x, y)) ∈ R′

3. ∃x ∈ E, (x, y) ∈ R iff y ∈ E′, wherey ∈ A′

7.1 Proofs for Section 2

Proposition 1 Let ∆ = (A,R), and fors ∈ {admissible, complete, grounded, pre-
ferred, stable}, letE be ans extension of∆. Then there exists ans labellingL of ∆
such thatin (L) = E, andout (L) = (E+) ∪ (E−).

Proof: Obvious, given Theorem 1 and Definition 5.

7.2 Proofs for Sections 3.2 and 3.3

Since DungC frameworks with collective attacks are a straightforward generalisation
of Dung frameworks, we establish results for the former, and then state Section 3.2’s
results as corollaries of these results. In what follows we will use the following gener-
alisation of Notation 1.

Notation 3 Let (A,R) be a DungC framework, andE ⊆ A.

•
−−→
E+ denotes the set of attacks originating fromsets ofarguments inE:
−−→
E+ = {(B, y) | B ⊆ E,BRy }

• E+ denotes the set of arguments attacked bysets ofargumentsB ⊆ E:
E+ = {y | B ⊆ E,BRy }

• E− denotes the set ofsets ofarguments that attack arguments inE:
E− = {B | BRx, x ∈ E }

Lemma 4 Let ∆M = (AM, RM, C, LM,Ddc) be theMAF of a DungC framework
∆ = (A,R). Then fors ∈ {admissible, complete, grounded, preferred, stable}, E is
ans extension of∆ iff E′ is ans extension of∆M , where:

1. XRy ∈
−−→
E+ iff (X defy) ∈ E′

2. y ∈ E+ iff (r − y) ∈ E′

3. x ∈ E iff (j − x) ∈ E′

Proof: Let ∆∗ = (A∗,R∗) be the expansion of∆ = (A,R) such that∀(X, y) ∈ R,
expand((X, y)) ⊆ R∗. Let ∆∗∗ = (A∗∗,R∗∗) be ∆∗’s augmentation, defined as
follows:

A∗∗ =A∗ ∪ {y|y ∈ A} andR∗∗ =R∗ ∪ {({y}, y)|y ∈ A}
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In other words∆∗∗ is defined by additionally including attacks({y}, y) for those
y that are not a member of some setY s.t. (Y, x) ∈ R, and are thus are not obtained
by expanding the attacks in∆. The following holds:

For s ∈ {admissible, complete, grounded, preferred, stable}, E∗ is ans
extension of∆∗ iff E∗∗ is ans extension of∆∗∗, whereE∗ ⊆ E∗∗, and
(E∗∗ − E∗) = {y|

−→
Xy ∈ E∗, y /∈ A∗} (i)

(i) follows given that noR∗∗ attacks originate from the extray arguments in(A∗∗ −
A∗), and so∀α ∈ E∗ ∩ E∗∗, α is acceptable w.r.t.E∗ iff α is acceptable w.r.t.E∗∗,

and since
−→
Xy ∈ E∗ iff

−→
Xy ∈ E∗∗, {

−→
Xy}R∗y iff {

−→
Xy}R∗∗y, and∀y, {y}R∗∗y, then

eachy ∈ (E∗∗ − E∗) is acceptable w.r.t.E∗∗.

It should now be obvious to see that the argument graphs∆M and∆∗∗ are isomorphic,
wheref is a bijective function fromAM toA∗∗ s.t.

• f((j − x)) = x (wherex ∈ A,A∗,A∗∗)

• f((r − y)) = y

• f((X defy)) =
−→
Xy

andg is a bijective function fromRM toR∗∗ s.t. g(α, β) = (f(α), f(β)).
To see that this is so, observe that(AM,RM) is effectively obtained by replacing
every x ∈ A by (j − x), and then every attack(X, y) is expanded, interspersing
(j − x)RM(r − x), (r − x)RM(X def y) for all x ∈ X, and(X def y)RM(j − y),
and forevery(j − x), the attack(j − x)RM(r − x) is added.

We now prove the main result:
• By lemma 3,E is ans extension of∆ iff E∗ is ans extension of the expansion∆∗,
where∀α ∈ A, α ∈ E iff α ∈ E∗, X ⊆ E and(X, y) ∈ R iff

−→
Xy ∈ E∗ (recall that

every attack(X, y) is expanded in∆∗) andy ∈ E∗ s.t.y ∈ A∗.
•Given(i),E is ans extension of∆ iff E∗∗ is ans extension of the augmentation∆∗∗

of ∆∗, where∀α ∈ A, α ∈ E iff α ∈ E∗∗, X ⊆ E and(X, y) ∈ R iff
−→
Xy, y ∈ E∗∗,

(given that
−→
Xy ∈ E∗∗ impliesy ∈ E∗∗).

• By the isomorphism of∆M and∆∗∗: E is ans extension of∆ iff E′ is ans extension
of ∆M , where∀x ∈ A, x ∈ E iff (j−x) ∈ E′,X ⊆ E, (X, y) ∈ R (i.e.,XRy ∈

−−→
E+

andy ∈ E+) iff ((X defy)), (r − y) ∈ E′.

Corollary 2 Let ∆M = (AM,RM, C,LM,Dd) be theMAF of a Dung framework∆
= (A,R). Then fors ∈ {admissible, complete, grounded, preferred, stable}, E is ans
extension of∆ iff E′ is ans extension of∆M , where:

1. xRy ∈
−−→
E+ iff (x defy) ∈ E′

2. y ∈ E+ iff (r − y) ∈ E′

3. x ∈ E iff (j − x) ∈ E′

Theorem 2 Let ∆M = (AM, RM, C, LM,Dd) be theMAF of a Dung framework
(A,R). Then fors ∈ {complete, grounded, preferred, stable}, (j − x) ∈ AM is a
credulously, respectively sceptically, justified argument of∆M under thes semantics,
iff x ∈ A is a credulously, respectively sceptically, justified argument of∆ under thes
semantics.
Proof Follows from Corollary 2.
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Proposition 2 Let ∆M = (AM,RM, C, LM,Dd) be theMAF of a Dung framework
∆ = (A,R). Fors ∈ {admissible, complete, grounded, preferred, stable}:
There exists ans labellingL of ∆ iff there exists ans extensionE of ∆M such that:
1) x ∈ in (L) iff (j − x) ∈ E; 2) y ∈ out (L) iff (r − y) ∈ E.

Proof:
Left to right: LetL be ans labelling of∆. By Theorem 1,E′ = in (L) is ans extension
of ∆. By Corollary 2, there is ans extensionE of ∆M, whereE = {(j − x)|x ∈ E′}
∪ {(x def y)| xRy ∈

−−→
E′+} ∪ {(r − y)|y ∈ E′+}. Hence,x ∈ in (L) implies

(j − x) ∈ E, and since by Definition 5,y ∈ out (L) implies y ∈ E′+, theny ∈
out (L) implies(r − y) ∈ E.
Right to left: Let E be ans extension of∆M. Let E′ = {x|(j − x) ∈ E} be thes
extension of∆ as defined in Corollary 2, where if(r − y) ∈ E theny ∈ E′+. By
Proposition 1 there is ans labellingL wherein (L) = E′, out (L) = E′+ (recall that
E′− ⊆ E′+).

Theorem 3 Let ∆M = (AM,RM, C, LM,Ddc) be theMAF of a DungC framework
∆ = (A,R). Then fors ∈ {complete, grounded, preferred, stable}, (j−x) ∈ AM is a
credulously, respectively sceptically, justified argument of∆M under thes semantics,
iff x ∈ A is a credulously, respectively sceptically, justified argument of∆ under thes
semantics.

Proof: Follows from Lemma 4.

7.3 Proofs for Sections 3.4 and 3.5

In what follows we make use of the following notation:

Notation 4 Let (A, defeat) be defined on the basis of(A,R,P) as in Definition 8,
and letE ⊆ A.

•
−−→
E+ denotes the set of defeats from arguments inE:
−−→
E+ = {(x, y) | (x, y) ∈ defeat , x ∈ E }

• E+ denotes the set of arguments defeated by arguments inE:
E+ = {y | (x, y) ∈ defeat, x ∈ E }

• E− denotes the set of arguments that defeat arguments inE:
E− = {y | (y, x) ∈ defeat, x ∈ E }

Lemma 5 Let (AP , RP , C, LM,Dp) be theP -MAF of a PAF (A,R,P). For s ∈
{admissible, complete, preferred, stable, grounded}:
E is an s extension of(A,R,P) iff E′ ∪ {(xPy)|x �P y} is an s extension of
(AP ,RP), where:

1. (x, y) ∈
−−→
E+ iff (x defy) ∈ E′

2. y ∈ E+ iff (r − y) ∈ E′

3. x ∈ E iff (j − x) ∈ E′

Proof By Definition 8,E is ans extension of(A,R,P) iff E is ans extension of the
Dung framework (A, defeat), where(x, y) ∈ defeatiff (x, y) ∈ R and¬(y �P x).
Let ∆M = (AM, RM, C, LM,Dd) be theMAF of (A, defeat). By Corollary 2,E is
ans extension of (A, defeat) iff EM is ans extension of (AM,RM), where:
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1. (x, y) ∈
−−→
E+ iff (x defy) ∈ EM

2. y ∈ E+ iff (r − y) ∈ EM

3. x ∈ E iff (j − x) ∈ EM

Hence it suffices to show the following result:

EM is ans extension of (AM,RM) iff EP =EM ∪ {(xPy)|x�P y} is
ans extension of(AP ,RP)

Firstly, note that it is straightforward to show that:

i) AM ⊆ AP , whereAP − AM = {(xPy)|x�P y} ∪ {(y defx)|x�P y, yRx}
ii) RM ⊆ RP , whereRP − RM =
{((xPy), (y defx)), ((r − y), (y defx)), ((y defx), (j − x))|x�P y, yRx}

1.1Left to right half fors = admissible: Assume an admissible extensionEM of (AM,
RM) andEP defined as above. We show that everyα ∈ EP is acceptable w.r.t.EP :

1.1.1 Since each(xPy) ∈ AP is not attacked by any argument, then each(xPy) ∈
AP is acceptable w.r.t.EP .

1.1.2 Supposeα ∈ EM and soα ∈ EP .
– Suppose(β, α) ∈ RP and(β, α) ∈ RM. Hence,∃γ ∈ EM , (γ, β) ∈ RM,
and sinceRM ⊆ RP , (γ, β) ∈ RP , whereγ ∈ EP by definition ofEP .
– Suppose(β, α) ∈ RP and(β, α) /∈ RM. Sinceα ∈ EM , then by i) and ii)
it must be the case thatα is of the form(j − x), β is of the form(y defx), and
(xPy)RP(y defx), where(xPy) ∈ EP .

1.2 Right to left half fors = admissible: AssumeEP is an admissible extension of
(AP ,RP ) andEM defined as above. We show that everyα ∈ EM is acceptable w.r.t.
EM . Suppose some(β, α) ∈ RM. Hence(β, α) ∈ RP and∃γ ∈ EP , γRPβ.

1.2.1 Supposeγ ∈ EM , (γ, β) /∈ RM. By i) and ii),γ must be of the form(r− y), β
of the form(y defx), and(y defx) /∈ AM, contradicting(β, α) ∈ RM.

1.2.2 Supposeγ /∈ EM , in which caseγ is of the form(xPy), β is of the form(y def
x), and by i),(y defx) /∈ AM, contradicting(β, α) ∈ RM.

• s ∈ {complete, grounded, preferred}. We define functionsf andg s.t.

For any admissible extensionEM of ∆M = (AM,RM),EP = h(EM ) as
defined above.
For any admissible extensionEP of ∆P = (AP , RP ), EM = g(EP ) as
defined above.

We show that:
a) h is monotonically strictly increasing in the sense that∀EM , FM s.t.EM andFM

are admissible extensions of∆M andEM ⊂ FM , thenh(EM ) ⊂ h(FM ).
SupposeEM and by1.1 the corresponding admissibleEP = h(EM ). SupposeEM ⊂
FM and by1.1 the corresponding admissibleFP = h(FM ). It is obvious to see that
EP ⊂ FP

b) g is monotonically strictly increasing in the sense that∀EP , FP s.t.EP andFP are
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admissible extensions of∆P andEP ⊂ FP , theng(EP ) ⊂ g(FP ).
SupposeEP and by1.2 the corresponding admissibleEM = g(EP ). SupposeEP ⊂
FP , where by 1.1.1,∀α ∈ (FP − EP ), α is not of the form(xPy). Hence, by1.2,
FM is the corresponding admissible extension of∆, whereEM ⊂ FM .

Givena) andb), the result is shown to hold fors ∈ {complete, grounded, preferred}
in exactly the same way as in Lemma 3.

• Left to right half fors = stable: AssumeEM is stable, andEP defined as above.
Suppose∃α /∈ EP s.t. no argument inEP RP attacksα. Thenα ∈ AM, since
otherwiseα is of the form(xPy), contradicting(xPy) ∈ EP , or α is of the form
(ydefx), where(xPy)RP(y def x), contradicting no argument inEP RP attacksα.
Hence,α /∈ EM (since otherwiseα ∈ EP by definition ofEP ), and sinceRM ⊆ RP ,
α is notRM attacked by any argument inEM , contradictingEM is stable.

Right to left half fors = stable: AssumeEP is stable. IfEM is not stable then∃β ∈
AM, β /∈ EM s.t. no argument inEM RM attacksβ. SinceAM ⊆ AP , then
β ∈ AP . SinceEM ⊆ EP , no argument inEP − EM is in AM, andEP is stable,
thenβ /∈ EP and there is an argumentα in EP thatRP attacksβ. α ∈ EP is either:
- an argument of the form(xPy), in which caseβ is of the form(ydefx). But then by
i) and ii), (ydefx) /∈ AM, contradictingβ ∈ AM.
- not of the form(xPy), in which caseα ∈ EM . By assumption that no argument in
EM RM attacksβ, and by i) and ii),αRPβ = (ydefx)RP(j−x) or (r−x)RP(ydefx),
where(y defx) /∈ AM, contradictingα ∈ AM andβ ∈ AM respectively.

Theorem 4 Let ∆M = (AM, RM, C, LM,Dp) be theP -MAF of a PAF ∆ =
(A,R,P). Then fors ∈ {complete, grounded, preferred, stable}, (j − x) ∈ AM
is a credulously, respectively sceptically, justified argument of∆M under thes seman-
tics, iff x ∈ A is a credulously, respectively sceptically, justified argument of∆ under
thes semantics.

Proof Since every complete (and so grounded, preferred and stable) extension of (AM,
RM) contains the set{(xPy)|x�P y}, then the theorem follows from Lemma 5.

Lemma 6 Let∆V = (AV ,RV , C,LM,Dv) be theV -MAF of anaVAF ∆ = (A,R,V ,
val,a). Let the extensions of∆ be the extensions of (A, defeata), wherex defeatsa y iff

xRy, and¬(val(y) >a val(x)) (as defined in Definition 9). Let
−−→
E+, E+ be defined

as in Notation 4. Then, fors ∈ {admissible, complete, preferred, stable, grounded}:
E is ans extension of∆ iff E′ ∪ {(xvPyv′)|v >a v

′} ∪ {(>a)} is ans extension of
(AV ,RV), where:

1. (x, y) ∈
−−→
E+ iff (x defy) ∈ E′

2. y ∈ E+ iff (r − y) ∈ E′

3. x ∈ E iff (j − x) ∈ E′

Proof Let (AM, RM, C, LM,Dd) be the DungMAF of (A, defeata). By Corollary
2,E is ans extension of (A, defeata) iff EM is ans extension of (AM,RM), where:

1. (x, y) ∈
−−→
E+ iff (x defy) ∈ EM

2. y ∈ E+ iff (r − y) ∈ EM

3. x ∈ E iff (j − x) ∈ EM
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Hence, lettingEM = E′, it suffices to show thatEM is ans extension of (AM, RM)
iff EV = EM ∪ {(xvPyv′)|v >a v

′} ∪ {(>a)} is ans extension of(AV ,RV).
Firstly, it is straightforward to show that:

i) AM ⊆ AV , where:
AV − AM = {>a} ∪ {(xvPyv′)|(xvPyv′) ∈ AV} ∪ {(y defx)|val(x) >a val(y)}
i.e., the set of argumentsAV extendsAM with the audience argument>a, all value
preference arguments, and the arguments(y defx) that by definition of∆V are attacked
by value preference arguments endorsed bya.

ii) RM ⊆ RV , whereRV − RM is the set of attacks((xvPyv′), (yv′Pxv)) between
value preference arguments, all attacks((>a), (yv′Pxv)) from the audience argument
to value preference arguments, all attacks((xvPyv′), (y defx)) from value preference
to attack arguments, and incoming and outgoing attacks to and from arguments(y def
x) that do not appear inAM given thatval(x) >a val(y)), i.e.:

{((r − y), (y defx)), ((y defx), (j − x))|val(x) >a val(y)}

iii) EV contains the audience argument(>a) and partitions the value preference argu-
ments, so that for every(yv′Pxv) /∈ EV , (yv′Pxv) is attacked by(>a) (it is not the
case thatv′ >a v ) thus reinstating every audienceendorsed(xvPyv′) ∈ EV against
the attack by(yv′Pxv).

Left to right half fors = admissible: AssumeEM is an admissible extension of (AM,
RM) andEV defined as above. We show that everyα ∈ EV is acceptable w.r.t.EV :

• Let α = (>a). Then(>a) is acceptable w.r.t.EV since>a is not attacked by any
argument, and by iii), all(xvPyv′) ∈ EV are acceptable w.r.t.EV .

• Supposeα ∈ EM ∩ EV .
– Suppose(β, α) ∈ RV and(β, α) ∈ RM. Hence,∃γ ∈ EM , (γ, β) ∈ RM, and
sinceRM ⊆ RV , (γ, β) ∈ RV , whereγ ∈ EV by definition ofEV .
– Suppose(β, α) ∈ RV and(β, α) /∈ RM. Then by i) and ii) it must be the case thatα
is of the form(j−x), β is of the form(y defx), whereval(x) >a val(y), and(j−x)
is acceptable w.r.t.EV given(xvPyv′)RV(y defx), (xvPyv′) ∈ EV .

Right to left half fors = admissible: AssumeEV is an admissible extension of (AV ,
RV ) andEM defined as above. We show that everyα ∈ EM is acceptable w.r.t.EM .
Suppose(β, α) ∈ RM. HenceβRVα and∃γ ∈ EV , γRVβ.

• Supposeγ ∈ EM , (γ, β) /∈ RM. By i) and ii), γ must be of the form(r − y), β of
the form(y defx), and(y defx) /∈ AM, contradicting(β, α) ∈ RM.

• Supposeγ /∈ EM . Thenγ is of the form(xvPyv′) or (>a), andβ is of the form
(y def x) or (yv′Pxv). By i), in either case any suchβ is not inAM, contradicting
(β, α) ∈ RM.

Left to right and right to left half fors ∈ {complete, grounded, preferred}: Let us
define functionsf andg s.t. for any admissible extensionEM of ∆M = (AM,RM),
EV = h(EM ) as defined above, and for any admissible extensionEV of ∆V = (AV ,
RV ), EM = g(EV ) as defined above.

We show thata) h is monotonically strictly increasing, andb) g is monotonically
strictly increasing, in the same way as in Lemma 5, substituting the superscriptV
for P , and in the proof ofb) noting that∀α ∈ (FV − EV ), by definition ofEV and
FV , α is not a value preference argument(xvPyv′) or the audience argument(>a).
Givena) andb), the result is shown to hold fors ∈ {complete, grounded, preferred}
in exactly the same way as in Lemma 3.
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Left to right half fors = stable: The proof proceeds in the same way as for the left
to right half for s = stable in Lemma 5 (substitutingRV for RP ), except we show
α ∈ AM as follows. Suppose otherwise. Then:
– α is the audience argument(>a), contradictingα /∈ EV , or;
– by iii), α is a value preference argument(yv′Pxv) attacked by(>a), contradicting no
argument inEV RV attacksα, orα is a value preference argument(xvPyv′) endorsed
by (>a), contradictingα /∈ EV , or;
– α is of the form(y def x) s.t. val(x) >a val(y), and so(y def x) is attacked by
some(xvPyv′) ∈ EV that is endorsed by(>a), contradicting no argument inEV RV
attacksα.

Right to left half fors = stable: AssumeEV is stable andEM defined as above. By
the right to left fors = complete,EM is complete. IfEM is not stable then∃β ∈ AM,
β /∈ EM s.t. no argument inEM RM attacksβ. SinceAM ⊆ AV , thenβ ∈ AV ,
and sinceEM ⊆ EV andEV is stable, there is aα in EV thatRV attacksβ. Suppose
α ∈ EV − EM . Thenα is of the form(xvPyv′) or (>a), andβ is of the form(y def
x) or (yv′Pxv), in either case contradictingβ ∈ AM. Supposeα ∈ EV , α ∈ EM ,
where by assumption that no argument inEM RM attacksβ, and by i) and ii),αRVβ
= (y defx)RV(j − x) or (r − x)RV(y defx), and(y defx) /∈ AM. Hence, the first
case contradictsα ∈ AM, and the second case contradictsβ ∈ AM.

Theorem 5 Let ∆M = (AM, RM, C, LM,Dv) be theV -MAF of an aVAF ∆ =
(A,R,V ,val,a). Then fors ∈ {complete, grounded, preferred, stable}, (j − x) ∈
AM is a credulously, respectively sceptically, justified argument of∆M under thes
semantics, iffx ∈ A is a credulously, respectively sceptically, justified argument of∆
under thes semantics

Proof Given that every complete (and so grounded, preferred and stable) extension of
(AM, RM) contains the set{(xvPyv′)|v >a v

′} ∪ {(>a)}, then the theorem follows
immediately from Lemma 6.

Lemma 7 Let∆V = (AV ,RV , C,LM,Dv) be theV -MAF of aVAF ∆ = (A,R,V ,val,
P ). ThenE is a preferred extension of(A,R,V ,val,a), wherea ∈ P , iff E′ ∪
{(xvPyv′)|v >a v

′} ∪ {(>a)} is a preferred extension of∆V , where:

1. (x, y) ∈
−−→
E+ iff (x defy) ∈ E′

2. y ∈ E+ iff (r − y) ∈ E′

3. x ∈ E iff (j − x) ∈ E′

Proof Given Lemma 6 it suffices to show that:

E∗ = E′ ∪ {(xvPyv′)|v >a v′} ∪ {(>a)} is a preferred extension of the metalevel
formulation∆a = (Aa, Ra, C,LM,Dv) of (A,R,V ,val,a), wherea ∈ P , iff E∗ is a
preferred extension of∆V .
Firstly, note that it is straightforward to show that for each∆a:

1. Aa ⊆ AV , whereAV − Aa = {(>a′)|a′ 6= a,a′ ∈ P}

2. Ra ⊆ RV , whereRV − Ra =
{((>a′), (xvPyv′)), ((>a′), (>a)), ((>a), (>a′)) |a′ 6= a,a′ ∈ P, v >a v

′}

a) LetE∗ be an admissible extension of some∆a. We show thatE∗ is an admissible
extension of∆V . Suppose(β, α) ∈ RV , α ∈ E∗, and:
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– (β, α) ∈ Ra, in which case∃γ ∈ E∗, γRaβ, and by 2,γRV β;
– (β, α) /∈ Ra, in which case by 1 and 2,β must be some(>a′), a′ 6= a, α is either
some(xvPyv′) or (>a). But then(>a)RV (>a′) where(>a) ∈ E∗.
b) Let E∗ be an admissible extension of∆V . We show thatE∗ is an admissible ex-
tension of∆a. SupposeβRaα, α ∈ E∗. By 2), βRV α, and by the admissibility of
E∗, ∃γ ∈ E∗, γRV β. Suppose¬(γRaβ). Sinceβ ∈ Aa, then by 1 and 2, it must
be thatγ is some(>a′) s.t. a′ 6= a, andβ is a value preference argument(xvPyv′).
But this contradictsE∗ is a conflict free subset ofAV , given that(>a)RV (>a′) and
(>a) ∈ E∗

SupposeE∗ is a preferred extension of some∆a. By a),E∗ is an admissible extension
of ∆V . SupposeE∗ is not a preferred extension of∆V . Then,∃E∗∗ ⊃ E∗ s.t. E∗∗

is an admissible extension of∆V . Supposeα ∈ (E∗∗ − E∗), whereα ∈ (AV −Aa).
But then this contradictsE∗∗ is conflict free, given thatα is either a value preference
or audience argument, and(>a) ∈ E∗, (>a)RV (yv′Pxv) for every(yv′Pxv) /∈ E∗

(see iii) in Lemma 6), and(>a)RV (>a′) for everya′ 6= a. Supposeα ∈ (E∗∗ −E∗),
whereα ∈ Aa. By b), E∗∗ is an admissible extension of∆a, contradictingE∗ is a
preferred extension of∆a.

SupposeE∗ is a preferred extension of∆V . By b), E∗ is an admissible extension of
∆a. SupposeE∗ is not a preferred extension of∆a. Then,∃E∗∗ ⊃ E∗ s.t. E∗∗ is
an admissible extension of∆a. But then bya), E∗∗ is an admissible extension of∆V ,
contradictingE∗ is a preferred extension of∆V .

Theorem 6 Let ∆M = (AM, RM, C, LM,Dv) be theV -MAF of a VAF ∆ =
(A,R,V ,val,P ). Then for anyx ∈ A, (j − x) ∈ AM:

1. x is an objectively acceptable argument of∆ iff (j − x) is a sceptically justified
argument of∆M under the preferred semantics.

2. x is a subjectively acceptable argument of∆ iff (j−x) is a credulously justified
argument of∆M under the preferred semantics.

Proof
1) Left to right: Let x be an objectively acceptable argument of∆. Suppose any pre-
ferred extensionE′ of ∆M . SinceE′ is complete, it must contain some set{(xvPyv′)
| v >a v′} ∪ {(>a)} where(>a) ∈ AM. Suppose(j − x) /∈ E′. But then by the
right to left half of Lemma 7, there is a corresponding preferred extensionE of some
(A,R,V ,val,a) that does not containx, contradictingx is an objectively acceptable
argument of∆.

Right to left: Let E′ be any preferred extension of∆M , whereE′ must contain some
set{(xvPyv′)|v >a v

′} ∪ {(>a)}. We have(j − x) ∈ E′, and by the right to left half
of Lemma 7, there is a corresponding preferred extensionE of some(A,R,V ,val,a)
that containsx.

2) Left to right: LetE be the preferred extension of some(A,R,V ,val,a), x ∈ E. By
the left to right half of Lemma 7, there is a corresponding preferred extensionE′ of
∆M s.t. (j − x) ∈ E′.
Right to left: Let E′ be any preferred extension of∆M , whereE′ must contain some
set{(xvPyv′)|v >a v

′} ∪ {(>a)}. Let(j−x) ∈ E′. By the right to left half of Lemma
7, there is a corresponding preferred extensionE of (A,R,V ,val,a) that containsx.
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7.4 Proofs for Section 3.6

Lemmas 8, 9 and 10 are used in the proof of Theorem 7.

Lemma 8 Let ∆H = ( ((A1,R1),D1), . . ., ((An,Rn),Dn) ) be the partition of the
bounded hierarchical∆ = (A,R,D).
Let ∆M = (AM, RM, C, LM,De) be the metalevel formulation of∆ as defined in
Definition 27.
Then there exists a partition∆MH of ∆M such that:
∆MH = ( ((A′1,R′1), (A′1−D,R′1−D)), . . ., ((A′n,R′n), (A′n−D,R′n−D)) ), where:

1. AM =
⋃n

i=1(A′i ∪ A′i−D ) andRM =
⋃n

i=1 ( R′i ∪R′i−D )

2. for i = 1 . . . n, (A′i,R′i) are the arguments and attacks in the DungMAF for-
mulation of (Ai,Ri)

3. for i = 1 . . . n: (z, (y, x)) ∈ Di iff

({(j − z), (r − z), (zD(yDx)),(ydefx)} ⊆ A′i−D,

{((j−z),(r−z)), ((r−z),(zD(yDx))), ((zD(yDx)),(ydefx))⊆ R′i−D
4. (A′n−D,R′n−D) = (∅, ∅),Dn = ∅

Proof Proof is obvious. Intuitively, the partition∆MH corresponds to the partition∆H ,
where each Dung framework (Ai,Ri) is formulated as its DungMAF with arguments
and attacks (A′i,R′i), and theDi attacks are formulated as the metalevel attacks in
(A′i−D,R′i−D). We illustrate with the example in Figure 14.

Lemma 9 Let ∆H , ∆M and its partition∆MH = ( ((A′1,R′1), (A′1−D,R′1−D)), . . .,
((A′n,R′n), (A′n−D,R′n−D)) ) be defined as in Lemma 8. Let us define the tuple:

( ((A′1,R′1),R′1−Dr), . . ., ((A′n,R′n),R′n−Dr) )

where fori = 1 . . . n − 1, the Dung framework (A′i−D,R′i−D)) with attacks ((j −
z),(r− z)), ((r− z),(zD(yDx))), ((zD(yDx)),(ydefx)), is replaced by the singleton
set of attacksR′i−Dr = {((j − z), (ydefx))} (notice that fori = 1 . . . n − 1, (ydefx)
∈ A′i and(j − z) ∈ A′i+1)

Let thereduction∆MHr of ∆MH be defined as(AMHr,RMHr) where12:

AMHr =
⋃n

i=1A′i andRMHr =
⋃n

i=1 ( R′i ∪R′i−Dr ).

Then∀α ∈ AMHr ∩ AM, for s ∈ {complete, grounded, preferred, stable}, α is a
credulously, respectively sceptically justified argument of∆MHr under thes seman-
tics, iff α is a credulously, respectively sceptically justified argument of∆M under the
s semantics.

Proof: ∆MH is an expansion of∆MHr such that each((j − z), (ydefx)) ∈ RMHr is
expanded to obtain the set{((j−z),(r−z)), ((r−z),(zD(yDx))), ((zD(yDx)),(ydefx))}
in RMHr. The result therefore follows from Corollary 1.

Lemma 10 Let E be an admissible extension of a bounded hierarchicalEAF ∆ =
(A,R,D). Let x ∈ E, x →E y andRs a reinstatement set forx →E y. Then
∀F ⊃ E s.t.F is admissible,x→F y andRs is a reinstatement set forx→F y.

Proof Given the partition ( ((A1,R1),D1), . . ., ((An,Rn),Dn) ) of ∆, we can partition

12See Figure 14 for an example of∆MH and its reduction∆MHr
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(A'1 , R'1 )

j-x2 r-x2
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def y2 j-y2 r-y2
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  R'2-D 

R'1-D 

Figure 14:∆H is the hierarchical partition of theEAF ∆, and∆MH is the hierarchical
partition of∆’s metalevel formulation∆M . ∆MHr is the reduction of∆MH .

E into E1 ∪ · · · ∪ En wherex ∈ Ei iff x ∈ Ai and(y, x) ∈ R implies(y, x) ∈ Ri,
(x, y) ∈ R implies (x, y) ∈ Ri, and (y′, (x, y)) ∈ D implies (y′, (x, y)) ∈ Di,
y′ ∈ Ai+1. We now prove the result by induction oni:

Base case: Supposex ∈ En−1, x →E y, and y′1, . . . , y
′
m s.t. for k = 1 . . .m,

(y′k, (x, y)) ∈ Dn−1. SinceDn = ∅, then the reinstatement setRs for x→E y is of the
form {x→E y, x′1 →E y′1, . . . , x

′
m →E y′m}, since fork = 1 . . .m ¬∃(z, (x′k, y′k)) ∈

D. The latter also implies that for any admissibleF s.t. F ⊃ E, y′k /∈ F (since
otherwiseF would not be conflict free),x →F y andRs = {x →F y, x′1 →F

y′1, . . . , x
′
m →F y′m} is a reinstatement set forx→F y.

Inductive hypothesis: The result holds forx ∈ Ej , j > i.
General case: Supposex ∈ Ei, x →E y and a reinstatement setRs for x →E y.
Suppose{y′1, . . . , y′m} = {y′|(y′, (x, y)) ∈ D}. By assumption ofRs, for k = 1 . . .m,
∃x′k ∈ Ei+1 s.t. x′k →E y′k. Hence,Rs = {x →E y}∪

⋃m
k=1Rsk whereRsk is a

reinstatement set forx′k →E y′k. By inductive hypothesis, for k =1 . . .m, x′k →F y′k
andRsk is a reinstatement set forx′k →F y′k. Hence,x→F y (since fork = 1 . . .m,
y′k /∈ F , given that by Proposition 2 in [38] no two arguments defeatF each other in a
conflict freeF ) and

⋃m
k=1Rsk ∪ {x→F y} is a reinstatement set forx→F y.
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Theorem 7 Let ∆M = (AM, RM, C, LM,De) be theE-MAF of a bounded hier-
archicalEAF ∆ = (A,R,D). Then fors ∈ {complete, grounded, preferred, stable},
(j − x) ∈ AM is a credulously, respectively sceptically, justified argument of∆M

under thes semantics, iffx ∈ A is a credulously, respectively sceptically, justified
argument of∆ under thes semantics.

Proof Let ∆H = ( ((A1,R1),D1), . . ., ((An,Rn),Dn) ) be the partition of∆. Let
∆MH be the partition of∆M . Let ∆MHr = (AMHr,RMHr) be the reduction of
∆MH , as defined by Lemma 9 on the basis of

( ((A′1,R′1),R′1−Dr), . . ., ((A′n,R′n),R′n−Dr) )

Given Lemmas 8 and 9, it suffices to show that:

(j − x) ∈ AMHr is a credulously, respectively sceptically, justified argu-
ment of∆MHr under thes semantics, iffx ∈ A is a credulously, respec-
tively sceptically, justified argument of∆ under thes semantics.

To show the above we show that:E is ans extension of∆ iff E′ is ans extension of
∆MHr, where:

1. x ∈ E, x defeatsE y and there is a reinstatement set for the defeatx →E y iff
(x defy), (r − y) ∈ E′

2. x ∈ E iff (j − x) ∈ E′

Observe that:

O1 Referring to the EAF∆ and its hierarchical partition∆H : ∀(β, α) ∈ R, ∀(γ, (β, α)) ∈
D, (β, α) ∈ Ri iff (γ, (β, α)) ∈ Di, γ ∈ Ai+1

O2 Fori = 1 . . . n: (A′i,R′i) are the arguments and attacks in the DungMAF for-
mulation of (Ai,Ri) in the partition∆H of ∆

O3 For i = 1 . . . n − 1, (γ, δ) ∈ R′i−Dr implies γ ∈ A′i+1, δ ∈ A′i, andγ is an
argument of the form(j − z), δ is an argument of the form(ydefx).

O4 Fori = 1 . . . n, ((j − z), (ydefx)) ∈ R′i−Dr iff (z, (y, x)) ∈ Di.

O1 − O4 imply thatE can be partitioned intoE1, . . . , En, andE′ into E′1, . . . , E
′
n,

and that the theorem is shown by proving by induction oni, the following result:

Ei = (Ei ∪ . . . ∪ En) is an s extension of(Ai,Ri,Di) = (Ai ∪ · · · ∪ An,Ri ∪
· · · ∪ Rn,Di ∪ · · · ∪ Dn) iff Ei′ = (E′i ∪ . . . ∪ E′n) is ans extension of(Ai′ ,Ri′) =
(A′i ∪ · · · ∪ A′n,R′i ∪R′i−Dr ∪ · · · ∪ R′n ∪R′n−Dr), where:

1. z ∈ Ei, z defeatsEi y and there is a reinstatement set for the defeatz →Ei y iff
(z defy), (r − y) ∈ Ei′

2. x ∈ Ei iff (j − x) ∈ Ei′

1) s = admissible. Firstly, note that:

R1 Ei = (Ei∪ . . .∪En) is an admissible extension of(Ai,Ri,Di) implies∀j > i,
Ej = (Ej ∪ . . . ∪ En) is an admissible extension of(Aj ,Rj ,Dj).
To show the above, assumeα ∈ Ej , β →Ej

α, where given the partition of∆,
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if (ε, (β, α)) ∈ D then(ε, (β, α)) ∈ Dj , ε ∈ Aj+1. Henceβ →Ei

α, and by
the admissibility ofEi, ∃γ ∈ Ei, γ →Ei

β and there is a reinstatement setRSi

for γ →Ei

β. Given the partition of∆, γ ∈ Aj and if (δ, (γ, β)) ∈ D then
(δ, (γ, β)) ∈ Dj , δ ∈ Aj+1. Hence, it is straightforward to show thatγ →Ej

β

and there is a reinstatement setRSj for γ →Ej

β.

R2 Ei′ is an admissible extension of(Ai′ ,Ri′) implies∀j > i,Ej′
is an admissible

extension of(Aj′
,Rj′

).
This follows given∆’s partition, which implies that∀j > i, no argument in
(Ai′−Aj′

)Ri attacks an argument inAj′
, and so for anyα ∈ Ej′

, (β, α) ∈ Ri′

iff (β, α) ∈ Rj′
, and∃γ ∈ Ei′ s.t. (γ, β) ∈ Ri′ iff γ ∈ Ej′

and(γ, β) ∈ Rj′
.

Base case (i = n): SinceDn = ∅, z defeatsEn y iff zRny, and trivially there is a
reinstatement set forz →En

y. Also,Rn−Dr = ∅, and (A′n,R′n) are the arguments
and attacks in the DungMAF formulation of (An,Rn). Hence, fori = n, the result
follows immediately from Corollary 2.

Inductive hypothesis (IH): The result holds forj > i.

General Case:

Left to right half: LetEi = (Ei∪. . .∪En) be an admissible extension of(Ai,Ri,Di).
We show thatEi′ as defined above is an admissible extension of(Ai′ ,Ri′). By R1,
Ei+1 = (Ei+1 ∪ . . . ∪ En) is an admissible extension of(Ai+1,Ri+1,Di+1), and by
IH,Ei+1′

= (E′i+1∪ . . .∪E′n) is an admissible extension of(Ai+1′
,Ri+1′

). We show
thatEi′ , whereEi′ ⊃ Ei+1′

, is an admissible extension of(Ai′Ri′).
Supposex ∈ Ei. Then(j − x) ∈ Ei′ . We show(j − x) is acceptable w.r.t.Ei′ :

By definition of∆ and∆MHr, ∃(y, x) ∈ Ri iff ∃((ydefx), (j−x)) ∈ Ri′ .
SupposeyRix. By assumption ofx acceptable w.r.t.Ei, ∃z ∈ Ei s.t.
z →Ei

y and there is a reinstatement set forz →Ei

y. By definition of
Ei′ , (j − z), (zdefy), (r − y) ∈ Ei′ , where(r − y)Ri′(ydefx), and so
(j − x) is acceptable w.r.t.Ei′ .

The result is shown in full by showing that(r − y) and(zdefy) are acceptable w.r.t.
Ei′ :

Firstly, (zdefy) ∈ E′i reinstates(r−y) against the attack(j−y)Ri′(r−y).
Secondly,(j−z) ∈ E′i reinstates(zdefy) against the attack(r−z)Ri′(zdefy).
However, suppose∃(j − y′) ∈ E′i+1 s.t. ((j − y′), (zdefy)) ∈ R′i−Dr.
Hence,(y′, (z, y)) ∈ Di, and by assumption of a reinstatement set for
z →Ei

y, ∃z′ ∈ Ei+1, z′ →Ei

y′, and there is a reinstatement set for
z′ →Ei

y′. By R1 andIH above,(j − z′), (z′defy′) ∈ E′i+1, and given
(z′defy′)Ri+1′

(j− y′) and so(z′defy′)Ri′(j− y′), (zdefy) is acceptable
w.r.t. Ei′ .

Right to left half: LetEi′ = (E′i ∪ . . .∪E′n) be an admissible extension of(Ai′ ,Ri′).
We show thatEi as defined above is an admissible extension of(Ai,Ri,Di). By R2,
Ei+1′

= (E′i+1 ∪ . . . ∪ E′n) is an admissible extension of(Ai+1′
,Ri+1′

), and byIH,
Ei+1 = (Ei+1 ∪ . . . ∪ En) is an admissible extension of(Ai+1,Ri+1,Di+1). We
show thatEi, whereEi ⊃ Ei+1, is an admissible extension of(Ai,Ri,Di).
Suppose(j − x) ∈ E′i. Thenx ∈ Ei. We showx is acceptable w.r.t.Ei:
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By definition of∆ and∆MHr, ∃(y, x) ∈ Ri iff ∃((ydefx), (j − x)) ∈ Ri′ . Suppose
((ydefx), (j − x)) ∈ Ri′ . SinceEi′ is admissible, either:
a)∃(j − x′) ∈ E′i+1 s.t. (j − x′)R′i−Dr(ydefx), and so(x′, (y, x)) ∈ Di. By R2 and

IH, x′ ∈ Ei+1, and soy 9Ei

x,
or;
b) ∃(r− y) ∈ E′i s.t. (r− y)Ri′(ydefx), and since(j − y)Ri′(r− y), ∃(zdefy) ∈ E′i
s.t. (zdefy)Ri′(j − y) (and sozRiy) and since(r − z)Ri′(zdefy), ∃(j − z) ∈ E′i s.t.
(j − z)Ri′(zdefy). By definition,z ∈ Ei.

Suppose(j − y′1) . . . (j − y′m) ∈ A′i+1 s.t. fork = 1 . . .m, (j − y′k)Ri′(zdefy), in
which case fork = 1 . . .m, (y′k, (z, y)) ∈ Di. For each such(j−y′k), by admissibility
of Ei′ , ∃(z′defy′k) ∈ E′i+1 s.t. (z′defy′k)Ri′(j − y′k), and since(r − z′)Ri′(z′defy′k),
∃(j − z′) ∈ E′i+1 s.t. (j − z′)Ri′(r − z′). By R2 andIH, z′ ∈ Ei+1, z′ →Ei+1

y′k,

and there is a reinstatement setRsk for z′ →Ei+1
y′k.

Hence, we havez ∈ Ei, z →Ei

y, and there is a reinstatement set
⋃m

k=1Rsk∪{z →Ei

y} for z →Ei

y. Hencex is acceptable w.r.t.Ei.

We have shown:1.1= the left to right half fors = admissible, and;1.2= the right to
left half for s = admissible. We define functionsh andg s.t.

For any admissible extensionE of ∆, E′ = h(E).
For any admissible extensionE′ of ∆MHr, E = g(E′).

From hereon, we will let∆′ = (A′,R′) denote∆MHr. We show that:

a) h is monotonically strictly increasing.
SupposeE and by1.1 the corresponding admissibleE′ = h(E). SupposeE ⊂ F
and by1.1 the corresponding admissibleF ′ = h(F ). Suppose∃x ∈ E s.t. x →E y
and there is a reinstatement set forx →E y. By lemma 10,x →F y and there is a
reinstatement set forx→F y, and so it must be thatE′ ⊂ F ′.

b) g is monotonically strictly increasing.
SupposeE′ and by1.2 the corresponding admissibleE = g(E′). SupposeE′ ⊂ F ′,
where:

∀α ∈ (F ′ − E′), if α is of the form(j − x), or α is of the form(r − y)
or (xdefy), thenx /∈ E, respectively¬∃x ∈ E s.t. x →E y and there is
a reinstatement set forx →E y, since otherwise, by1.1, we would have
(j − x) ∈ E′, respectively(r− y) or (xdefy) ∈ E′. (i)

By 1.2, letF be the corresponding admissible extension of∆. If ∃(j−x) ∈ (F ′−E′)
thenx ∈ F , and byi), E ⊂ F . If ∃(r − y) ∈ (F ′ − E′) or ∃(xdefy) ∈ (F ′ − E′),
then∃x ∈ F s.t. x →F y and there is a reinstatement set forx →F y. Given i), there
are three cases to consider: 1) Supposex ∈ E andx 9E y. Then givenE ⊆ F it
cannot be thatx →F y; 2) Supposex ∈ E, x →E y and there is no reinstatement set
for x →E y. But then since there is a reinstatement set forx →F y, it must be that
E ⊂ F ; 3) Supposex /∈ E. ThenE ⊂ F .

Left to right and right to left half fors ∈ {complete, grounded, preferred}. Givena)
andb), the theorem is shown to hold in exactly the same way as in Lemma 3.

Left to right half fors = stable: SupposeE is stable. HenceE is complete13. By the

13Suppose otherwise. Thenx /∈ E andx acceptable w.r.t.E. SinceE is stable,∃y ∈ E s.t. y →E x,
and by acceptability ofx, ∃z ∈ E s.t.z →E y, contradicting Proposition 2 in [38] which states that no two
arguments defeatE each other in a conflict freeE.
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left to right fors = complete,E′ is complete. Supposeα /∈ E′, α is notR′ attacked by
an argument inE′. There are three cases to consider:
a)α is some(j − x) /∈ E′. Thenx /∈ E, ∃y ∈ E s.t. y →E x. Notice that there must
be a reinstatement set fory →E x, since to suppose otherwise means that for some
y′ ∈ E, x′ /∈ E s.t.y′ →E x′, then∃(x′′, (y′, x′)) ∈ D s.t.x′′ /∈ E, and¬∃y′′ ∈ E s.t.
y′′ →E x′′, contradictingE is stable. Hence,(ydefx) ∈ E′, where(ydefx)R′(j − x).
b) Suppose some(r − x) /∈ E′, and so given(j − x)R′(r − x), (j − x) /∈ E′. But
then we have shown in a) that(ydefx) ∈ E′, where(ydefx)R′(j − x), and so(r − x)
is acceptable w.r.t.E′, contradictingE′ is complete.
c) Suppose some(ydefx) /∈ E′, and so given(r − y)R′(ydefx), (r − y) /∈ E′. But
then we have shown in b) that(j − y) ∈ E′, (j − y)R′(r− y). Suppose some(j − x′)
s.t. (j − x′)R′(ydefx), (j − x′) /∈ E′. We have shown in a) that(y′defx′) ∈ E′,
where(y′defx′)R′(j − x′). Hence(ydefx) is acceptable w.r.t.E′, contradictingE′ is
complete.

Right to left half fors = stable: SupposeE′ is a stable extension. By the right to left for
s = complete,E is complete. Suppose somex /∈ E. Then(j−x) /∈ E′, ∃(ydefx) ∈ E′
s.t. (ydefx)R′(j − x), and by the right to left half fors = complete,y ∈ E, y →E x.
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